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ABSTRACT

CO CHL FOTOP 1 C ORGANIZAT I ON AND CONNECT ( ONS OF THE ANTER I OR

AUD I TORY F | ELD (AAF) OR THE CAT : E VI DENCE FOR PARALLEL

PROCESS ING OF ACOUST I C | NFORMAT | 0 || | N THE CERE BRAL CORTEX

The anter i or auditory field (AAF) is a large

auditory representation in the cerebral cortex of the cat

located on the middle and anter i or ectosyl vian gyr i

rostral to the so-called "primary" auditory cortex (Al ).

Fine-grained microelectrode maps of unit best frequencies

were made in AAF of 16 ketamine anes the tized cats. Among

the results were the following: (1) Most neurons in AAF

that were driven by tonal stimul i had tun in g curves with

a single, sharply-def inable minimum (the best frequency).

Occasionally, units were found to have multiple tun ing

curve minima. (2) Penetrations made normal to the

cortical surface of AAF isolated units that had

remarkably similar tuning curves throughout the middle

and deep cort i cal layers , (3) l n most of AAF, a

restricted Sector of the cochlear part it ion is

represented by a straight belt of cortex cross i ng the

entire field. (l; ) There is a highly-organized

representation of the cochlea with in AAF. The cort ical

belt represent in g the most basal sector of the cochlea



(highest best frequencies ) is or i ented dor soventral ly

a long the border with the high frequency region of Al .

Proceeding rostral ly for some distance with in AAF, lower

frequency cortical belts are parallel to one another and

mainta in a highly-ordered representation of progress i vely

more apical cochlear sectors. The or i entation of the

lowest frequency representation usually rotates following

the ventral curvature of the anter i or ectosyl v i an gyrus.

(5) l n the port ion of the field caudal to the axis of

rotation of the representation, best frequency

( represented cochlear position) is 3 simple (and

apparently relatively constant) function of distance from

the mutual high frequency Al - AAF border. (6) There is a

proportionately larger representation of the highest

frequency octaves with in AAF. (7). The results of

penetrations down the banks of the suprasyl v i an sulcus

indicate that there may be units of vertical organization

with in AAF similar to those in Al , and in somatosensory

and visual cort i cal fields. (8) The boundaries of AAF as

well as the frequency representation with in it are highly

variable when referenced to cort i cal surface landmarks.

(9) The cytoarchitectonic boundaries of AAF approximately

correspond with the physiological ly-defined boundaries.

(10) There were no cells driven to discharge by tonal

stimul i in the fields dorsal and ventral to AAF.



Neuroanatomical tracing experiments were carried out

on 12 cats to determine the relationship between the

medial genicu late body (MGB) and physiological ly-defined

loci with in AAF. Among the results were the following:

(1) Any single site or multiple sites a long any given

isof requency contour with in AAF receive convergent

projections from a long column of cells pass i ng rostro

caudal ly through the deep dorsal division of the MGB and

the poster i or group nuclei (Po) and from a small group of

cells with in the ventral di v is ion of the MGB at its most

lateral margin. (2) Cortical cells at any single site or

multiple sites a long any given is of requency contour

with in AAF project divergently to terminals with in the

deep dorsal - poster i or group column. (3) The

thal amocortical and cort icothalamic projections between

the MGB and AAF are reciprocal with in the deep dorsal

poster i or group column.

Comparison of the properties of AAF and Al show that

these two fields are remarkably similar in many important

features including: unit response properties under

ketamine anes thesia, short latency to earl iest unit

discharge, organization in depth, un its of vertical

organization, size, spatial representation of frequency

and proport tonately greater representation of higher

frequency octaves. Loci of the same best frequency



with in both AAF and A receive thal amocortical

project ions from the same deep dorsal - poster i or group

Column, and both fields project reciprocal ly upon that

column. These similar it i es suggest that AAF is not a

"secondary" cortical field, but, rather, that AAF and Al

are virtually mirror images of one another and are co

participants in the earlies t and fundamental process ing

of acoustic information at the cort i cal level .
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1 l;

NEUROANATOM I CAL TERM | NO LOGY

AAF anter i or auditory field

AEG anter i or ectosyl vian gyrus

AES anter i or ectosyl v i an sulcus

Al "primary auditory cortex"

A | | a "secondary" auditory field

AVCN anter i or ventral cochlear nucleus

ALS anter i or lateral sulcus

AS ansate sulcus

AVCN anter i or ventral coch lear nucleus

CC corpus cal losum

CS cruciate sulcus

D deep dorsal division of the MGB

DCN dorsal cochlear nucleus

Ep poster i or ectosyl v i an audi to ry field

LGD dorsal later al geniculate nucleus

LGV ventral lateral genicu late nucleus

MGB medial geniculate body

OR optic radiation

PAG per i aqua ductal gray

PES poster i or ectosyl vian sulcus

PP pes pedunculi

PS pseudosy livian sulcus

SC super i or coll i culus

SF suprasyl v i an fringe
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SS

SSF

SSG

WB

ZM

suprasy livian sulcus

suprasy livian fringe

suprasy livian gyrus

ventral di v is on of the MGB

ventrobasal complex of the thal amus

marginal zone of the MGB
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H | STORICAL F I GURE 1. Depiction of local ization in the

brain by Albertus Magnus (1206-1280) in Phi losophia

pauperum ( the 1500 edition), a book dealing with the

soul. At this time, the "cell doctrine of the brain"

held that functions of behavior originated in the

ventricles. Each ventricle was described as having dual

function, hence the i r division in this figure. The

association of the ventricles with behavior began in the

second century A. D. with Galen. (This and following

H | STORICAL FIGURES are from E. Clarke and K. Dewhurst, An

Lllustrated History of Brain Function. Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1972.)
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| NTRODUCT | ON

! t is axiomatic that understanding the functions of

the nervous system requires informat i on concerning the

functional and structural relationships between its

component parts. As will be shown, a fundamental

principle in the organization of the mammal t an central

auditory system is the orderly representation of the

cochlea with in most of its component nuclei and cortical

fields. The experimental results reported in this work,

in combination with earl ier microelectrode mapping

experiments by Merzen ich, Knight and Roth

(1973, 1974, 1975), show that there are at least two

Cochleo topic auditory fields with in auditory cortex of

the cat. The first is the so-called "primary auditory

Cortex", Al, and the other is the anter i or auditory

field, AAF. The spatial organizations of the cochlear

representations in these fields are virtual ly mirror

images of one another. Furthermore, physiological and

anatomical evidence will be presented to show that these

fields are process i ng some acoustic information in

parallel, thus substant i all y modifying the concept of a

single "primary" auditory COrtex he i r arch i cally
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interacting with adjacent "secondary" auditory

representations.

Before the application of fine-grained

microelectrode mapping techniques to determine the

representation of the cochlea with in cat auditory cortex,

there were three main lines of evidence suggest ing

cochleo topic organization in cat auditory cortex: (1)

With in the cat auditory system, pre cortical nuclei,

including the medial geniculate body (MGB), were shown to

be cochleo top i cally organized, and an orderly projection

from MGB to auditory cortex was described. ( 2)

Cochleo top ic organization has been clearly demonstrated

with in at least some auditory representations in the

cerebral cortex of other mammal i an species. And (3),

studies based on recording of evoked potentials from cat

auditory Cortex gave preliminary evidence for

cochleo topic organization of one or more auditory

representations there.
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Briarly Representation of the Cochlea lithin Brathalamic

Auditory. Huclei

Physiological and anatomical studies of the

prethal amic auditory nuclei (the three di v is ions of the

cochlear nuclear complex, the super i or ol i vary nuclear

complex, the nuclei of the lateral lemn i sci and the

central nucleus of the infer i or coll i culus) have shown

that there are orderly representations of the cochlea

with in each of these nuclear groups. In each of the

physiological studies, microelectro de recording revealed

that at least some cells in these nuclei were sharply

tuned with respect to stimulus frequency and intensity.

The best frequency for an auditory neuron is defined as

the tonal stimulus frequency that causes the neuron to

discharge at the lowest stimulus in tensity. A sharply

tuned neuron may be said to represent that best frequency

and also to represent the cochlear position corresponding

to that best frequency.

Anatomical determinations of the pattern of first

order projections of the spiral gang lion are based on

Golgi studies of the cochlear nuclei (Lorente de No,

1933a, 1933b) and studies of axonal de generation with in

the cochlear nuclei following damage to the cochlea in

the cat (Sando, 1965) and other species ( Noda and Pirs ig,
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1971; ; Moskowitz and Liu, 1972; Webster, 1971). These

studies demonstrated that the cochlea projects to all

three divisions of the cochlear nuclear complex: the

anterior ventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN), the poster i or

ventral cochlear nucleus (PVCN), and the dorsal coch lear

nucleus (DCN). I n the degeneration studies, these

investigators showed that a broad sector of the cochlea

projects in an orderly manner to a three dimensional

array of neurons cross i ng each major division of the

cochlear nucleus from edge to edge.

Physiological evidence for orderly projections of

the cochlea upon the cochlear nuclei of the cat is based

on the find i ng of orderly changes of unit best frequency

(or, equivalently, represented cochlear position)

recorded in microelectrode penetrations through the

subdivisions of the cochlear nuclear complex (Rose,

Galambos and Hughes, 1959, 1960). Discontinuities in

orderly sequences of best frequencies along electrode

tracks were found at the cytoarchitecton ic boundaries of

the major divisions of the cochlear nucleus.

For several species, the subdi v is ions of the

cochlear nuclei have been shown to project to the

subdivisions of the super i or ol i vary complex, the nuclei

of the lateral lemn i sci and the central nucleus of the

inferior coll iculus (Osen, 1972; Woollard and Harpman,

19 l;0; Adams and Warr, 1976; Fernandez and Karapas, 1967;
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Strom inger and Strominger, 1971; Strominger, 1973;

Strom inger, Nelson and Dougher ty, 1977; van Noort, 1969;

Harrison and Warr, 1962; Barnes, Magoun and Ranson, 19 l; 3;

Adams, 1975; Aitkin and Moore, 1975; Aitkin, Roth and

Merzenich, unpublished results). There are also

project ions from the nuclei of the lateral lemn isc i and

the superior olivary complex to the central nucleus of

the inferior coll i culus ( Stotler, 1953; van Noort, 1969;

Adams, 1975; Aitkin, Roth and Merzenich, unpublished

results). While these projection systems are complex,

they a re structured to preserve the cochleo top ic

organization of these nuclei (Aitkin, Anderson and

Brugge, 1970; Goldberg and Brown, 1968; Merzen ich and

Reid, 1974; Rose, Greenwood, Goldberg and Hind, 1963;

Tsuch itani and Boudreau, 1966; Guinan, Norr is and Guinan,

1972; Aitkin and Moore, 1975; Brownel 1, 1977; Tsuch i tan i ,

1977) as shown schematically in Figure 1.

Medial Geniculate Body and Auditory. Ihalamocortical

Proiections

Microelectrode mapping of best frequencies of units

encountered in penetrations in to the MGB of the cat by

Aitkin and Webster (1972) have shown that there is an

orderly representation of the cochlea with in the

laminated port ion (LP) of the ventral division (Morest,
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1961, 1965) and possibly other divisions. With in the

laminated portion, the cochlear apex was found to be

represented laterally and the coch lear base Wa S

represented medially. Similar organization has been

Shown in microelectrode studies of the coch lear

representation in the MGB of the squirrel monkey (Gross,

Lifschitz and Anderson, 1971; ). Thus, the spatial ly

ordered as cending projection from the infer i or coll iculus

(Moore and Goldberg, 1963; Morest, 1965b) preserves the

cochleo topic organization of the laminated central

nucleus of the inferior colliculus (Rockel and Jones,

1973) and may constitute point-to-point projections

between these nuclei (Mierzen ich and Reid, 1971; ).

Physiological (Wool sey, 196 l; ) and anatomical studies

(Waller, 1940; Poliak, 1927; Mettler, 1932; Woollard and

Harpman, 1939; Rose and Woolsey, 1949, 1958) of the

project ion of the medial geniculate body upon auditory

cortex in the cat and other species (e. g., Poliak, 1932;

Clark, 1936; Walker, 1937, 1938; Pandya and Sani des, 1972;

Mesul am and Pandya, 1973) have emphasized the orderly

arrangement of the auditory geniculocort i cal pathways.

These studies have suggested point-to-point connections

between SOI■ le subdiv is ions of the MGB and

cytoarch itecton ic divisions of the auditory cortex. More

recently, Colwell and Merzenich (1975) have clarified the

nature of these thal amocort i cal project ions in the cat
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using the retro grade transport of horse radish peroxidase

from physiological l y defined loc i with in Al . The ir

results have clearly shown that a two dimensional

injection site in Al receives a convergent projection

from three dimensional arrays of MGB neurons with in four

cochleo top i cally organized di v is ions of the MGB. Among

other results, these studies have demonstrated that

information derived from the in it i al transformation of

st imulus frequency to cochlear post ion is conserved

through the precort i cal auditory nuclei and projectional

pathways.

Functional localization of Auditory Cortex: Early

Behavioral, Anatomical and Physiological Qbservations

The first observations of the location of the

cort i cal projections of the mammal i an auditory system

Were made by David Ferrier (1876). He showed that

electrical stimulation of restricted regions of the

cortex of various species was followed by a behavioral

response indicative of auditory activity. I n the cat,

st imulation of the middle and poster i or ectosyl vian gyri

(as shown in Figure 2) was followed by retraction of the

ears and turn in g of the head and eyes to the side of the

body contral ateral to the stimulated CO r tex, H is

pioneering work first demonstrated the general location
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of auditory cortex in the cat and other species. Al 1

subsequent studies of auditory function in the cortex

have been in general agreement with his observations.

Confirmation of Ferrier's observations of a possibly

homologous auditory region in the ectosyl v i an cortex of

the dog came from Munk in 1881. He showed that les ions

involving part of the dog's ectosyl vian cortex caused

temporary behavioral defic its in understanding verbal

commands.

Just before the turn of the century, Lar ionow (1899)

st imulated the cochlea of the dog us in g sounds produced

by tuning forks and crudely recorded (with a

galvanometer) electrical responses from the cortical

region ident if i ed by Ferrier. He suggested that an S

shaped belt of cortex on the middle and posterior

ectosyl v i an gyri was the faithful representation of the

unfurled cochlea (shown in Figure 3).

One of the early neuroanatomical observations by C.

Vogt (1900) pointed out a discrete region of early

myel in ization in the middle ectosyl v i an gyrus that was

interpreted as the location of primary auditory cortex in

the cat. This area was anatomi cally similar to the area

described as the primary auditory cortex in man (Vogt and

Vogt, 1919, 1926) shown in Figure l; . Subsequently,

Campbell (1905), Winkler and Potter (19 l ; ) and Kornmuller

(1933) described temporal auditory regions in the cat on
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the basis of cytoarchitecture. Each recognized a region

(koniocortex) in which there was a conspicuous radial

or i entation of cells, part icularly in laminae 2 and 3

(the "rains hower formation" of von Economo and Koski nas,

1925).

Campbell also introduced the concept of her i arch i cal

process i ng in the cat auditory cortex. He described two

auditory cortical regions, a central primary acoustic

region (Ectosyl v i an A) (his "audi to-sensory" cortex)

receiving projections from the medial geniculate body and

a secondary auditory region ( Ectosyl v i an B) surround ing

the primary region and subserving "higher" auditory

function (his "audi to-psychic" cortex), as shown in

Figure 5. On the basis of cytoarch i tecture, he also

described a similar organization of auditory cortex in

primates, including man (Figure 6). The central region

of kon iocortex bears a striking resemblance to the

central region in primate auditory cortex (Campbell,

1905; von Economo, 1929; Beck, 1929; Sani des, 1972;

Pandya and San i des, 1973), which has been shown to be

primate Al (Merzenich and Brugge, 1973; 1 mig, Ruggero,

Kitzes, Javel and Brugge, 1977).

Subdiv is ion of cat auditory cortex similar to that

of Campbell was indicated by Mettler's (1932) observation

of retrograde degeneration in the medial geniculate body
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from lesions in Ectosyl v i an A as well 3S strong

in tracortical connections with in this region. He found

intracortical projections to Ectosyl vian B, but they were

more sparse than those with in Ectosyl v i an A.

Furthermore, Mettler found no projections from MGB to

Fotosyl v i an B. These studies supported the find i ngs by

Woollard and Harpman (1939) and Ades (l 9 l; l ) Of

an terograde de generation in the middle ectosyl v i an gyrus

following electrol ytic lesions with in the medial

gen iculate body.

Technical improvements in electrical recording

allowed Kornmul ler (1933) to produce a map of cat

auditory cortex based on the cortical responses to sound

st imulation (shown in Figure 7). He observed surface

evoked potential s restricted to the middle ectosyl v i an

gyru S. I n the i r later study Of surface evoked

potentials, Bremer and Dow (1939) mapped strongly driven

responses in the area described by Kornmul ler, but also

found weaker responses in surround in g areas. They argued

that the auditory cortex may be physiologically divided

as indicated by the cytoarchitectonic parcell at i on .

The re have been many differences between the

parcell at ion of auditory cortex by these authors. One

reason for these differences was pointed out by Ades

( 191 l). He cautioned that the variability of sulcal

patterns in the auditory region of the cat could cause



considerable diff i culty in general izing maps of auditory

Cortex from one animal to another.

Lopographic Representations of the Cochlea

in Cat Auditory Cortex

Wools ey and Walzl ( 19 l; 2) Were the f i r S t

investigators to demonstrate a topograph ic

representation of restricted sectors of the cochlear

part it ion with in auditory cortex of the cat. While

electrical ly stimulating short sectors of eighth nerve

fibers with in the osseous spiral lamina in the dissected

cochlea, they recorded the stimulus - locked evoked

Potential from a large number of points on the cortical

surface of the anterior, middle and poster i or ectosyl v i an

gyri. Their results were as follows: (1) Responses to

Stimulation of apical fibers of both the contral a teral

and ips i lateral cochl eas were centered dorsally on the

poster i or ectosyl vian gyrus, ventral ly on the middle

ectosyl vian gyrus, and rostral ly On the anter i or

ectosyl v i an gyrus. (2) Responses to stimulation of more

basal fibers of either ear were centered ventral l y on the

poster i or ectosyl v i an gyrus and over a broad, apparently

continuous, region of the middle and anter i or ectosyl vian

gyri. A composite diagram of the i r results is shown in

Figure 8. They interpreted the i r results as show ing
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double and bilateral representations of the cochlea

with in each hemisphere. The dorsal one, Al (Woolsey and

Fairman, 1946), had a topographic map of the cochlea with

the cochlear base represented rostral l y near the dorsal

tip of the anter i or ectosyl v i an sulcus and the coch lear

apex represented caudal to the dorsal tip of the

poster i or ectosyl vian sulcus. They described a second

region, Al I, immediately ventral to Al, having a reversed

cochlear map with the cochlear base represented caudal ly

on the poster i or ectosyl v i an gyrus and the coch lear apex

represented rostral l y on the ventral portion of the

anterior ectosyl vian gyrus.

Ades ( 1943) showed that the acoustically responsive

area on the poster i or ectosyl v i an gyrus was separate from

the rest of Woolsey and Walzl's (1942) All . He

demonstrated projections to this area from s trychnine

treated patches with in Al physiologically ident if i ed by

strong responses to click stimuli .

With this information, Rose (1919) was able to

divide the auditory cortex of the cat in to four regions

On the basis of cytoarch itecture: the dorsal Al

( kon iocortex), a ventral Al I, corresponding to the

rostral two-thirds of the All described by Woolsey and

Walzl (19 l; 2) and Ades (1943), the poster i or ectosyl v i an

area (Ep), and the suprasylvian fringe (SF), a field

partially exposed on the ventral anterior ectosyl vian
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gyrus but mostly buried on the ventral bank of the

suprasylvian sulcus. | n a companion retrograde

degeneration study, Rose and Woolsey (19 l;9) showed that

Al received an orderly and essential ( i.e., degenerating

with lesions restricted to Al ) project ion from the

principal division (Rioch, 1929) of the MGB. Auditory

areas outside of Al were said to receive susta in ing

projections from the MGB ( i.e., projections which do not

degenerate with lesions restricted to one of these other

fields, but which degenerate with lesions in both Al and

surround i ng fields).

The not ion of a single primary acoustic area

he i r arch i cally connected to adjacent secondary fields

received support from Breme r ( 1953), Mickle and Ades

(1953) and Downman, Woolsey and Lende (1960). They

showed that Wools ey's Al I and Ep had different response

character is tics than Al (e.g., higher thresholds, longer

response latencies) and were dependent on an in tact Al

for activation.

Support for the parcell at ion of the anter i or

ectosyl v i an acoustic area came from experiments showing

centers of evocable auditory responses on the ventral

aspect of this region that were spati all y separate from

the Al region, but that responded with similar amplitude

and latency to acoustic stimulation. | n h is later

syntheses (shown in Figure 9) of the evoked potential
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data, Woolsey (1960, 1961) concluded that these studies

showed a complete representation of the cochlea in the

suprasylvian fringe.

Recording surface evoked potentials from small

strychnine- treated patches of auditory cortex, H ind

(1953) determined tuning curves for restricted loci in

cat auditory cortex. In his most extensive map of a

single an imal (Figure 10) he showed a clear caudal - to

rostral progression of higher frequencies with in Al and a

clear reversal in the sequence of represented frequencies

on the anter i or ectosyl v i an gyrus. However, in his

composite map (Figure 11), he combined data from several

an imals to give an overal 1 summary that obscured this

reversal ,

Concurrent evoked potential studies of the cochlear

representations with in auditory cortex of the dog by

Tun turi ( 1945, 1950a, 1950b, 1952) showed that Al of the

dog has a complete and orderly representation of the

cochlea with the apical cochlea represented caudal l y and

the basal cochlea represented rostral l y. His maps showed

that a sector of the cochlear part it i on was represented

by a straight belt of cortex with a dors oventral

orientation cross ing the entire representation.

Furthermore, he defined another part i al coch lear
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representation, Al I ( , located ventrally on the anterior

ectosyl v i an gyrus.

Woolsey (1960, 1961) evaluated these and other

studies in an effort to synthesize a complete map of

auditory cortex in the cat. This map is shown in Figure

9. His map shows a central auditory region comprising

four central fields plus five more per i pheral regions.

With in each of the central fields, Al, Al I, SF, and Ep,

he described a complete and orderly representation of the

cochlea . I n this figure, "A" denotes are a S of

representation of the cochlear apex, and "B" denotes

areas of representation of the cochlear base. Long

latency responses (under chloral ose anesthesia) to click

st imulation were recorded in all associational areas

except All t , which was inferred from Tun turt's work , but

was never clearly demonstrated in the cat. Woolsey's

bel ief in complete representations of the cochlea with in

each of the central fields led him to draw the low

frequency region of SF on the ventral bank of the

anter i or ectosyl vian sulcus as being part of a larger

field, the "suprasyl v i an frt n ge" (SF), that was

continuous with a high frequency area dorsocaudal to Al .

Until recently, this map has been considered to be

the "standard" map of auditory cortex and has been used

as a reference to determine the locations of electrode

penetrations and ablations with in the multiple



representations of the cochlea in cat auditory cortex.

It will be shown that this map is in correct in detail,

and, furthermore, that it is impossible to create any map

of auditory cortex that accurately depicts the cortical

representation of the cochlea in more than one an imal .

Advances in lapping Iechnique: Eine-grained

Microelectrode Mapping

The descriptions of cochlear representation in the

cerebral cortex based on the recording of surface evoked

potentials are limited by the resolution of the

stimulation and recording techniques used in these

earl i er studies. Microelect rode mapping techniques have

a finer spatial resolution than evoked potential

recording methods and have been used to determine the

representation of the sensory epithelium in visual (e.g.,

Kaas, Hall and Diamond, 1970) and somatosensory (e.g.,

Paul, Merzenich, and Goodman, 1972; Welker, Johnson and

Pubols, 1964) cortices before being applied to the

mapping of auditory cortex.

There are several reasons for the potentially

greater resolution of microelect rode mapping techniques

as compared with surface evoked potential mapping in

studies of auditory cortex: (1) The response of the
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cochlea a t threshold in tens it i es for detection of

discharge of cortical ne U r On S is mC) re spatially

restricted than the suprath reshold cochlear response to

acoustic stimul i or direct electrical excitation used in

the evoked potential studies. As a consequence of this

more restricted coch lear stimulation, a more spatially

restricted set of cort i cal neurons is brought to

discharge if those cortical neurons are sharply tuned

with respect to stimulus frequency. (2) Response

properties of single cortical neurons (e.g. latency,

tuning curves, response consistency) that may be used to

differentiate units in different cortical fields are

evident in single unit recording but may be obscured by

recording the surface evoked potential that is due to the

summed activity of many neurons. (3) The small distances

between the large number of penetrations commonly used in

microelectrode mapping studies give finer spati al

resolution to maps of unit response properties than the

larger distances typical l y used between cortical points

in surface evoked potential studies. And (l; ), glios is

and electro lytic lesions produced by microelectrodes can

be located in tissue sections to give accurate cyto- and

myeloarch itectonic correl at ions with the representational

boundaries determined physiological ly.
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Cochleotopic Organi ion of Auditory. Cortex in 9ther

Species Determined by Liicroelectrode Llapping

The technique of fine-grained microelectrode mapping

has been used to determine the cochlear representations

on the superior temporal plane of two species of macaques

(Merzen ich and Brugge, 1973). By mapping the best

frequencies of neurons found in a large number of closely

spaced penetrations into auditory cortex, they were able

to demonstrate the presence of at least five distinct

auditory representations on the super i or temporal plane

(see Figure 12) that were not appreciated in earl ier

evoked potential studies (Kennedy, 1955; Lickl ider and

Kryter, 1942; Walz 1, 1947; Walzl and Woolsey, 1943;

Woolsey and Walz 1, 1944; Bailey, von Bon in, Garol, and

McCulloch, 1943; Woolsey, 1971; Pribram, Rosner and

Rosenblith, 195 l; ).

They found that the auditory cortex of the macaque

includes the following fields: Al, a field of sharply

tuned units having a complete and orderly representation

of the cochlea (see Figure 13), the caudomedial field

(CM), an incompletely mapped field with broadly-tuned

units, the rostrol ateral field (RL), an orderly but only

partial representation of the apical cochlea, the lateral

field (L), apparently containing a complete cochlear
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representation, and one or two incompletely mapped

adjacent fields.

Similar microelectrode mapping studies have been

carried out on the auditory cortex of the owl monkey

( ! mig, Ruggero, Kitzes, Javel and Brugge, 1977). They

demonstrated a complete and orderly representation of

sharply tuned neurons with in Al and the rostral field (R)

as well as auditory responses in the surround i ng fields,

the caudomedial (CM), the antero lateral (AL) and the

posterolateral (PL), as shown in Figure 14.

I n the grey squirrel, Merzenich, Kaas and Roth

(1976) found that there was a central Al field of

sharply-tuned units with a complete and orderly

representation of the cochlea. Surround in g Al they found

an active belt of cortex in which neurons were sharply

tuned as well as a more peripheral belt of less

respons iv e neurons ( shown in Figure 15).

Similarly, a strictly to notopic (cochleo topic)

organization has been shown with in Al resulting from

microelectrode mapping experiments seeking to determine

the cochlear representation with in that field of the tree

shrew (0 liver, Merzenich, Roth, Hall and Kaas, 1976).

A notable exception to this pattern of cochlear

representation in Al is found in the echo-locating

mustache bat. While most of Al appears to be similar to

that in other species, there are two disproportionately
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large high frequency representations. One special i zed

region is thought to subserve process in g of constant

frequency echo location in formation (61 to 63 kHz) and

the other for process i ng frequency-modulated sounds (50

to 60 kHz) (Suga, 1977).

Lnitial Hicroelectrode Clapping of Cat Al

The first applications of microelect rode mapping in

auditory cortex of the cat (Goldstein, Abeles, Daly and

Mc Intosh, 1970; Evans and Whitfield, 1964; Evans, Ross

and Whitfield, 1965; H ind et al., 1960) did not show the

highly-ordered cochlear representation suggested by the

earlier evoked potential studies. While each of these

studies showed a tendency for un its of higher best

frequency to be located more rostral l y in Al, they

suggested that units of any best frequency could be

located in any portion of Al . On the basis of these and

other experiments (see Figures 16 and 17) cochlear

representation has been described as being progress i vely

degraded in ascending auditory pathways (Clopton,

Winfield and Flamino, 1973; Evans, 1968; Evans, 1974;

Evans and Whitfield, 1964; Whitfield, 1971).

The particular method of data analysis used in these

experiments could lead to serious distortion of the
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picture of the orderly representation of the cochlea

with in auditory cortex. In each of these studies,

partial maps with few penetrations were made in each

an imal. By assuming a consistent relationship between

sulcal patterns and the position of Al on the cortical

surface, each of these investigators combined data points

from several animals to give composite maps of Al .

However, it is clear that the sul cal patterns of the

cortex are highly variable among an imals (Ades, 1941,

1959; Kawamura, 1971; Rose, 1949) and, the refore,

considerable error could result from trying to combine

data from several animals using sulci as references.

Thus, extensive maps of Al in individual cats were needed

to confirm the complete and orderly representation of the

cochlea in that field.

Confirmation of Cochleotopic Qrganization of Cat Al

Recognizing the variability of the cortical sulcal

patterns, Merzenich, Knight and Roth (1973, 1974, 1975)
re-examined the representation of the cochlea with in Al

of individual cats. For each an imal in this study,

extensive, fine-grained maps of single unit and unit

cluster best frequencies were made in Al, and, to a

limited extent, in adjoin in g fields. Several important

conclusions were drawn from this study concerning the
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pattern of the representation of the cochlea in Al of the

Cat .

Single units in Al were found to be sharply tuned

near threshold allowing unequivocal assignment of a value

for best frequency. When recording multiple neurons at a

given cortical point, all units driven to discharge to

the tonal stimul i had identical best frequencies. Al was

found to be radi all y organized with units of similar best

frequencies being found through the middle and deep

cort i cal layers in penetrations normal to the cortical

surface. Similar results had been noted previously by

other workers (Abe les and Golds te in, 1970; Gerste in and

Kiang, 1964; H ind et al., 1960; Parker, 1965; Ooni shi and

Katsuki, 1965).

In extensive maps of Al such as shown in Figures 18

and 19, it was demonstrated that there was a complete and

orderly representation of the cochlea with in Al . As can

be seen in these figures, the lowest best frequencies

recorded were found caudal l y in Al, and the re was an

orderly progression to higher best frequencies rostral ly.

Furthermore, penetrations of similar best frequency were

arranged along a line of dorso-ventral or i entation. Long

penetrations directed down the banks of the poster i or

ectosyl vian sulcus ( shown in Figures 18 and 19) passed

through discrete regions in which all units had similar
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best frequencies followed by a step-like change to a

region of lower best frequency. From these data it was

Concluded that Al had units of vertical organization

similar to those found in visual (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962,

1963, 1974; LeVay, Hubel and Wiesel, 1975; Wiesel, Hubel

and Lam 1974; Kaas, L in and Casa grande, 1974) and

somatosensory cortex (Mount castle, 1957; Powell and

Mount castle, 1959).

Further analysis of the spatial distribution of best

frequencies was carried out for 5 cats (Figure 20). FO r

each cat, a series of parallel lines with rostro-caudal

or i entation was drawn perpendicular to the is of requency

COn tour S. Best frequencies found on or near these lines

were plotted as a function of distance from the most

caudal is of requency line on the exposed cortical surface

with a different symbol used for each line. These

functions showed that the relationship between best

frequency and distance across Al is similar for all lines

cross i ng Al . Thus, it was concluded that: (1) a given

frequency band is represented by a nearly stral ght belt

of cortex cross i ng Al with a predominantly dorso-ventral

or i entation; (2) a cortical belt represent in g a given

frequency band must be nearly straight across A l ; (3)

such a sector must be of nearly constant width across Al ;

(l, ) the proportional it y of representation of different

frequencies must be maintained across Al ; and, (5) from
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the slope of these curves, it was evident that there was

a proport ionately larger representation Of higher

frequency octaves along the rostro-caudal dimension of

Al .

To compare the representations of best frequency in

Al of different cats, best f it curves (shown in Figure

21A) were drawn through these data points. In Figure 21A

these curves were displaced on the ord i nate to facilitate

comparison. As can be seen, these curves closely

parall el One another show ing that the spa ti al

organization is similar for most cats.

To show the cochleo top ic organization of Al, two of

these curves were replotted after conversion of best

frequency to represented cochlear position (Figure 21B)

using the function of Greenwood (1961, 1971; ). From these

curves it was evident that: (1) a cochlear sector is

represented in Al by a belt of cortex cross i ng this field

with a dorso-ventral or i entation; (2) such a belt of

cortex must be of nearly constant width along the rostro

caudal dimension; and (3), the cort i cal bel ts

represent i ng the most basal sectors are wider along the

rostro- caudal dimension of Al than the belts represent ing

more apical cochlear sectors of constant width.
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The total areas of representation of best frequency

bands and cochlear sectors in Al are shown in Figure 22.

From this figure, it can be appreciated that there is a

proport ionately larger total area devoted to the

representation of progressively higher octaves, or,

equivalently, more basal equal - length sectors. This

relationship is a clear exception to the "rule" that

cortical representatation is proportional to peripheral

innervation density suggested as applying to the visual

( Holmes, 19 l; 5; Talbot and Marshall, 19 l; 1) and

soma to sensory systems (Rose and Mountcastle, 1959;

Welker, 1973; Wool sey, Marshall and Bard, 19 l; 2).

| n add it ion to penetrations directed in to Al, some

penetrations were made into adjacent auditory fields

including the field immediately rostral to Al ( shown in

Figure 19) across the high frequency border. On the

basis of these few penetrations, it was suggested that

there might be a second cochlear representation in this

rostral field with low frequencies represented rostral ly

and high frequencies represented caudal ly along the high

frequency border with Al .

lf there were a complete representation of the

cochlea rostral to Al with a reversed frequency

representation, then it would help to expla in the

discrepancy in size between the large Al described by
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Woolsey (1960; 1961) in his syntheses of evoked potential

data (shown in Figure 9) and the smaller Al field

described by Merzenich, Knight and Roth (1973, 1974

1975).

To determine the pattern of representation of the

cochlea with in this rostral field, fine-grained

microelectrode maps of unit best frequencies were made

with in it. l n order to avoid imply in g homology with the

rostral field in primates , this field is renamed the

anter i or auditory field (AAF). The anter i or auditory

field has a complete and orderly cochlear representation.

The cochlear apex is represented rostral l y and the

Coch lear base is represented caudal ly along the rostral

border of Al . Spatially, the cochlear representations in

Al and AAF are virtually mirror images of one another

reflected about their mutual border represent ing the

extreme coch lear base. The finding of similar short

response latencies ( 10- 12 ms ec) suggested that these two

fields are process in g acoustic information in parallel .

Neuroanatomical experiments were under taken to

determine whether or not AAF and Al were receiving

similar inputs from the medial gent cu late body. These

experiments have strengthened the concept of parall el

process i ng by showing that AAF and Al (Colwell and
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Merzenich, 1975) receive afferents in common from some of

the same MGB divisions.
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Fig. 35.—Left Hemisphere of the Brain of the Cat. A. The
fissure of Sylvius. B. The crucial sulcus. o. The ol
factory tract, cut. I. The superior external convolution.
II. The second external convolution. III. The third ex
ternal convolution. Iv. The fourth external convolution.

F| GURE 2 . Location of auditory cortex in the cat by Ferrier

(1876). Behavioral responses indicative of auditory responses

were observed for electrical stimulation of points label led

tº 14" -
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F | GURE 3. Representation of the unfurled cochlea with in

auditory cortex of the dog described by Lar ionow (1899)

from galvanometric measurements of cortical responses to

to nal stimuli . Letters indicate musical scales of tuning

for ks used for stimulation.
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F IGURE l;. Human cortical local ization based on the

a natomical studies of Vogt and Vogt (1926). Auditory

cortex ("Acust ische Aura") is shown on the dorsal surface

of the temporal lobe.
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F | GURE 5. Auditory cortex in the cat described by Campbell

(1905) on the basis of cytoarchitecture. Region Ectosyl v i an

A was considered to be "audito-sensory", while the region

Ectosyl vian B was considered to be "audi to-psychic".
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F | GURE 6. Parcel lation of the human auditory cortex by

Campbell (1905) into a central "audito-sensory" field and

a more peripheral "audi to-psychic" area.
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V. |
Kornmüller

FIGURE 7. Areas of the cerebral cortex in the cat from which

Kornmuller (1937) recorded surface evoked potentials following

acoustic stimulation.
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F | GURE 8. Two complete representations of the cochlea in cat

auditory cortex as determined by Woolsey and Walzl (1942).

I n the dorsal representation, Al , numbers indicate stimulation

positions a long the cochlea as distance in mill imeters from

the cochlear base. Regions of cochlear representation are

shown in the ventral Al | . Note reversed order of the two

representations cross ing the cortical surface.
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FIGURE 9. Woolsey's (1960) composite map of cat auditory

cortex show i ng a central region with four highly-ordered

cochlear representations (AI, Al I, SF, Ep), as well as

associational areas responding to sound stimulation. "A"

denotes areas of representation of the coch lear apex; "B"

denotes areas of representation of the cochlear base.
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FIGURE 10. A map of auditory cortex in a single cat by Hind

(1953) showing restricted loci responsive to tones of the

frequencies shown ( in kHz). Determinations were made by

recording surface evoked potential s from patches of strychnine

treated cortex. Note reversal in best frequency sequence

moving rostral ly.
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F | GURE 11. Composite map of auditory cortex in the cat by

H ind (1953) showing the results of mapping audi to ry cortex

in several cats and combining these results on a "standard"

map of cortex referencing sulcal patterns.
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T

F | GURE 12. Schematic representations of multiple cochlear

representations on the right super i or temporal plane of the

macaque monkey by Merzenich and Brugge (1973). RL, rostro

lateral field; L, lateral field; CM, caudomed i al field.
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FIGURE 13. Map of best frequencies recorded in three cortical

auditory fields (Al , RL and L) in a single Macaca arctoides by

Mierzenich and Brugge (1973). Closed circles denote boundary

of Al ; open circles denote boundary of the rostro lateral field

(RL).
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FIGURE 14. Representations of best frequency ( in kHz) for

penetrations into four auditory fields in the owl monkey

by I mig, et al., (1977). CM, caudomedial field; R, rostral

field; AL, antero later al field; PL, poster i or lateral field.
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Fl GURE 15. Tono topic organization of Al in the grey

squirrel determined by Merzenich, Kaas and Roth (1976).

Al is out lined by solid circles. Tuned audi to ry responses

as well as broad ly-tuned auditory responses (A) and

somatosensory responses ( S) were recorded outsi de Al .

Best frequencies are shown in kHz. Penetration sites

are shown on inset photograph.
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F | GURE 16.

showing the distribution of best frequencies across the

cortical surface.
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penetrations on the anter i or ectosyl vian gyrus.

Goldstein, Abe les, Daly and Mc l n to sh, 1970 . )

Note low frequency micro electrode

(From
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F IGURE 17. Composite map of Al and the anter i or ectosyl v i an

cortex (EA) in the cat showing distributions of best

frequencies found in microelectrode penetrations into these

fields in several cats. Note low frequency penetrations

in area E.A. From Evans and Whitfield (1961; ).
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Penetration sites also shown on inset photograph.

Penetrations down the bank of the poster i or ectosyl vian sulcus

(PES) are shown on the right. Broad bars indicate cortical

depth in mm. Narrow bars indicate recording positions.

Stars indicate penetrations outs i de Al . From Merzenich,

Knight and Roth (1975).
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F l GURE 19. Map of best frequencies in Al and rostral field

( in kHz). Aster isk indicates penetration down bank of the

anter i or ectosyl vian sulcus (AES). See legend of Figure

18 for details. From Merzenich, Knight and Roth (1975).
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FI GURE 21. A. Tono topic organization of Al in the cat.

Best f it curves for data shown in Figure 20. Curves were

displaced a long ordinate to facilitate comparison.

B. Coch leo top ic organization of Al . The curves here were

derived from 2 on the left. Best frequency has been

converted to coch lear position using the function of

Greenwood (1961, 1971; ). From Merzenich, Knight and Roth

(1975).
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FIGURE 22. Tono top ic (upper graph) and cochleo topic (lower

graph) organizations of Al in the cat. Upper graph shows the

approximate area of representation of frequency bands (kHz)

in Al . Lower graph shows the approximate area of represent

at ion of cochlear sectors ( in mm from cochlear apex) in

cat Al . Axes represent mm across the cortical surface.

From Merzenich, Knight and Roth (1975).
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H | STORICAL F | GURE 2 . A drawing by an unknown artist from

about 1310. The "cell doctrine" is further illustrated

here in which specific behavioral functions have been

assigned to the ventricular spaces.
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|METHODS

Physiological Determination of Cochlear Representation

Animal Preparation

Experiments from 15 to 56 hours in duration were

conducted on 16 cats in it i all y anesthetized with ketamine

hydrochloride ( 3.3 mg/kg, 1. M.). Following the insertion

of a venous cannula, a single small dose of sodium

pen to barbi tal ( 6.0 mg/kg, | . V.) was administered.

Surgical anesthes i a was subsequently maintained by

supplemental doses of ketamine. In order to reduce the

possibility of cerebral edema, most animals We re

administered dexamet has one sodium phosphate (0. l l mg/kg,

| . M. ) prior to and during these long experiments.

An imals were maintained at 37 degrees C.

Following the introduction of a tracheal cannula,

the pinnae were removed to facilitate the seal i ng of

hol low sound del i very tubes in to the external auditory

meat i . A wide crani otomy was then performed to expose

the left cortical surface in the region of the anter i or

and middle ectosyl vian gyri. The dura was resected and a

mineral oil well W a S constructed with methyl

methacrylate. The cortical surface vasculature was then
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photographed; a working print was made with an over lying

grid corresponding to 0.5 mm squares on the cortical

surface.

Glass-coated platinum-iri di um recording electrodes

(with impedances of 2.5 to 3.5 megaohms at 1.0 kHz) were

introduced in to the cortex normal to the cortical surface

at the top of the middle ectosyl v i an gyrus with a

hydraulic microd rive ( Kopf) remo tely control led by a

stepping motor (outs i de the sound room). All

penetrations in a given experiment were parallel to one

another. Each point of entry of a penetration was viewed

through a dissecting microscope (Zeiss) and its location

marked on the working photograph. In some penetrations,

lesions were made by passing a DC current through the

electrode ( 10 or 15 microamp, electro de positive, 10

seconds).

At the end of the experiment, reference marks were

made on the cortical surface (and denoted on the

photograph of the bra in surface) with carbon black. The

brain was fixed by immers i on in formol sal in e or by

in tracardiac per fusion with normal saline followed by

formol sal ine. Brains of several cases were sectioned

frozen and stained with cresy livio let to provide

cy to arch itectonic correlations with the physiological

results.
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Recording and Stimulation

Stimulation and recording techniques used in these

experiments were similar to those described in earlier

reports from this laboratory ( Merzenich and Reid, 1971; ;

Merzenich, Knight and Roth, 1975). Experiments were

conducted in a sound room ( 1 AC). The sound stimuli were

de livered via hollow flexible tubes sea led in to the

external auditory meat i. Each of these sound tubes was

sea led into a separate chamber in which an audiometric

driver (Telex model 6 1 l;70) was mounted. Stimuli were

tone pips with trapezoidal envelopes having rise and fall

times of 5 msec de livered to one or both ears. The

drivers were calibrated with the use of a probe

microphone ( Bruhl and Kjaer, 0.50 inch) and a waveform

analyzer (General Radio model 1900). There WaS

continuous reference to these calibration curves in these

studies. With isolation of a unit or cluster of units,

the best frequency for a response (i.e., that frequency

at which the unit or cluster of units would respond with

d is charges at the lowest sound level ) was determined by

observation of the stimulus-synchronized sweep on the

oscilloscope, and by listening to the amplified

oscilloscope input on a loudspeaker. The dynamic range

of the audiometric drivers was sufficient to define best

frequency up to 35 kHz.
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Neuroanatomical Iracing of Proiections to and from AAE

Animal Preparation

Each of the 12 cats in this series was given an

in tramuscular injection of dexamethasone sodium phosphate

( 0.1 mg/kg) l 2 to 16 hours prior to the experimental

surgery, immediately before surgery, and at the end of

the recording/ injection session in order to prevent the

possibility of cerebral edema. Each an imal was initial ly

anesthetized with ketamine hydrochloride ( 2.2 mg/kg, I . M. )

and a small dose of sodium pen tobarbital (6 mg/kg,

| . P. ); surgical anes thes i a was maintained by supplemental

doses of ketamine. Each animal was maintained at 37

degrees C.

Surgery was performed under clean cond it ions in

order to minimize system ic infection during the two day

pos to per at i ve survival period. A wide crani otomy was

performed, and the dura was resected over one or both

hemispheres to expose the middle and anter i or ectosyl v i an

gyri . A thin layer of mineral oil was applied to the

cortical surface to prevent damage due to drying. The

cortical surface was then photographed, and a working

print was made with an over lying grid corresponding to

0.5 mm squares on the cortical surface.

Following the recording session and tra Cer

injections (as described below), the cort i cal surface was

washed with ster i le sal i ne solution, the temporal muscles
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were sutured back in place, and the scal p Inc is i on was

closed. The animal was then given an injection of

bic ill in ( 100,000 IU/kg, 1. M.) to supress systemic

infection. The an imal was then transferred to an

incubator until the following day when it was returned to

its normal cage.

Stimulation and recording procedures were similar to

those used in the previous mapping study, except that the

flexible ear tube was inserted in to the intact external

auditory meatus contral a teral to the hemisphere in which

the recording was made. The microelectrode mapping

experiment was designed to determine the frequency

representation at given cortical loci in AAF and/or Al .

Iracer Lechniques.

Two tracer techniques were used in this series of

experiments to determine the afferent and efferent

subcortical projections to and from physiological ly

defined tracer injection sites in AAF and Al ( Colwell and

Merzenich, 1975). The f i r S t tracer technique,

horse radish per oxidase (HRP) histochemistry, was used to

de termine the location of subcortical neurons project ing

to the tracer injection site by the h is to chemical

staining of HR P which is selectively transported in a

retrograde direction from at least some of the terminal s

near the injection site back to their cell bodies ( LaVail
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and La Vail, 1972, 1971, 1975; La Vail, Wins to n and Tish,

1973; Nauta, Pritz and Lasek, 1974). While there is

evidence for the anterograde transport of HRP (Sher lock

and Raisman, 1975), only label led cell bodies in this

series of experiments were considered in the analysis of

the thal amo cortical projection pathways.

The second tracer technique, tritiated amino acid

au to radiography, was used to identify the subcortical

project ions of neurons having cell bodies near the

injection site by the auto radiographic demonstration of

materials incorporating the label led am i no acid which are

selectively transported in an or thograde direction from

those cell bodies to the i r axon terminals ( Cowan,

Gottlieb, Hendrickson, Price and Woolsey, 1972).

The tri ti ated am i no acid, ly, 5 °H-leucine, WaS

prepared by dess i cat i ng 0.1 ml of this tracer solution

( 6 l C/m■■ ; 0.5 mC/ml ) and red issolving it in 6 micro liters

of ster i le dist illed water or normal sal i ne to give a

final concentration of 8.3 micro C/micro liter. For

separate injections, the HRP solution was prepared by

d issolving HRP (Sigma type VI ) in 6 micro liters of

ster i le dist illed water or normal sal i ne to the point of

saturation ( approximately l; 0%). For combined inject ions,

the HRP was dissolved in the concentrated tritiated

leuci ne solution ( Colwell, 1975; Colwell and Merzenich,

1975; Trojanowski and Jacobson, 1975).
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When an appropriate injection site was located

physiological ly on the cortical surface in AAF or Al , a

few micro liters of tracer solution were drawn into a 10

micro liter microsy ringe ( Hamilton, 27 or 3] gauge

need le). The syringe was held by a clamp to the

micrometer drive of the stereo taxic apparatus, and the

need le was advanced into the cortex carefully so as to

avoid injury to the surface vasculature and to the

under lying white matter and thus minimizing the

possibility of up take of HRP by damaged axons projecting

to and from regions of the cortex some distance from the

injection site (Hal per in and LaVa i 1, 1975; Ralston and

Sharp, 1973). Injection volumes were between 0.1 and 0.5

micro liters. The needle was left in place 15 to l;0

minutes following the injection, and, in most cases,

sound stimulation was applied to the contral a teral ear at

the best frequency for the inject i on site at 20 to 30 db

above unit threshold at that site to increase HRP up take

into afferent terminal s ( Heuser and Reese, 1973;

Holtzman, Freeman and Kashner, 1971 ).

Histological Procedures.

Following the post operative survival period, the

animal was given a large | . P. dose Of sodium

pentobarbital and was per fused in tracardi all y with cold,

he par in i zed, normal sal ine solution followed by

phosphate-buffered (pH 7. 6) 2.5% paraformal dehyde
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solution. The brain was then removed and placed in cold

fixative for 5 to 2 l; hours for further hardening. The

bra in was then passed through a graded series Of

phosphate-buffered (pH 7. 6) sucrose solutions (5 %, 15%,

30%) over the next 2 l; hours.

The specimen (midbrain through cortex) was sectioned

serial ly in the frontal plane on a freezing microtome

according to the following schedule: 90 microns, 30

microns, and 30 microns. The 90 micron sections were

incubated for 10 to 15 minutes in a solution of 3,3'

diami no benz i dine (0.07%) in Trizma buffer (pH 7. 6) to

which a few drops of 5% hydrogen peroxide were added (a

modification of the method of Graham and Karnovsky,

1969). This h is to chemical treatment demonstrated the

presence of HRP-containing granules in the MGB cell

bodies. These sections were then mounted on gel at inized

slides and cover slipped for subsequent exam i nation. The

second set of serial sections were also processed to

demonstrate the presence of HRP and were also mounted on

gel at i ni zed slides. These slides were subsequently

dipped in Kodak NTB-2 nuclear track emulsion to

simultaneously demonstrate the presence of tritiated

products. The third series of sections were processed

for auto radiography alone ( Cowan, Gottlieb, Hendrickson,

Price and Woolsey, 1972). Auto radiograms were developed

after approximately 90 days according to the following
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schedule: development in Kodak D - 19 developer, 2 minutes

( at 16 degrees C.), r inse in dist illed water, fixation in

Kodak Rapid Fix, 2 minutes, and wash in running disti l l ed

water, 2 hours. Slides processed for HRP and

auto radiography were cover slipped after dry ing; slides

processed for auto radiography a lone were counter stained

with cresyl violet or neutral red and cover slipped.

Reconstruction of Proiections

Out l ines of sections having HRP - label led cells or

auto radiographical ly-label led term inal s were traced using

a low power projecting microscope ( Bausch and Lomb).

Cells containing HRP were examined under brightfield

illumination with a Zeiss Photomi croscope | | | . In order

to avoid false ident if i cation of cells with endogenous

per oxidase activity (Wong-Riley, 1976), cells were

considered to contain HRP reaction product only if

darkly-stained granules were visible with in the cells

seen under l;0X dry objective or 100X oil - immers ion

objective (each with 10X eye pieces). Such cells were

marked on the tracing of the section. Auto radiographic

sections were examined with both dark and brightfield

illum i nation, and areas having grain density greater than

background were marked on section tracings. Some of

these sections were photographed at low power in dark

field with a Nikon Multi phot.



RESULTS
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H | STORICAL F | GURE 3. A more complex scheme of brain

local ization based on the "cell doctrine of the brain" by

Fludd (1619).
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RESULTS

Response characteristics of ileurons within AAE

| n electro de penetrations in to AAF, a

character is tic, broadly-tuned in tracortical evoked

potential of negative polarity could be recorded with a

latency of 10 to 12 ms ec. Typically, this evoked

potential could be detected at about a 5 dB lower

stimulus intensity than single unit discharge thresholds

in the same penetration. At tone intens it i es only about

10 dB above the threshold for unit excitation, the evoked

potential commonly spanned several octaves in low

frequency regions of the field; it was somewhat sharper

in regions of the field where units had higher best

frequencies. At stimulus intens it i es near threshold for

unit d is charge, this evoked response was commonly

prominent from approximately l; 00 microns below the

cort i cal surface down through the deepest cortical

layers. The intracortical evoked potential recorded in

Al is of sign if t cantly lower amplitude at 10 dB above

threshold for unit discharge and is more sharply tuned

than in AAF (Merzenich, Knight and Roth, 1975). This

striking difference in appearance of the in tracortical

evoked potential was a major physiological criter ion in

assigning units to one field or the other, particularly

in the region of the border between the two fields .
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A second difference between penetrations in to the

two fields was the presence of a greater number of

"spontaneously" active cells in AAF as compared to Al .

This difference was particularly evident when rows of

penetrations crossed the border between AAF and Al , and

direct comparisons between the responses and

"spontaneous" activity in the two fields could be made

between successive penetrations cross ing this border in

both directions. The level of this "spontaneous"

activity in AAF was a marked function of the depth of

anes thesia and was of ten depressed during periods of

deepest anes thes i a.

However, frequency response character is tics of

isolated neurons driven by sound stimul i in AAF and Al

Were strikingly similar. | n both fields, neurons

recorded in the superficial cort i cal layers were poorly

driven ( if driven at all ) by tonal stimul i . Strongly

driven responses were encountered in the middle and deep

cortical layers from about 600 microns to 1200 microns in

depth in penetrations normal to the cortical surface.

Under ketamine, the typical recorded response in both

fields was a short burst of spikes from one or more units

locked to the stimulus on set and coincident with the

evoked potential .
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Single units in AAF and Al were usually found to

have sharply-def inable threshold best frequencies. Once

a single unit or cluster of units responding to the tonal

stimul i was isolated, an approximate frequency response

range was determined. Stimulus in tensity was then

systematical ly reduced, and approximate frequency

response ranges were found to narrow. Best frequency was

defined when a single frequency or a small frequency

range (usually less than 0.1 octave) could be found at

threshold intensity. This determination was verified by

making broad sweeps of frequency cover ing the entire

audible range using stimulus intens it i es equal to that

found for the best frequency threshold using the

cal i bration curves for the drivers as a reference. | n

multi un it clusters, all recorded neurons had virtually

identical tun i ng properties. In such clusters, un its

with exceptional best frequency would be found with the

broad frequency sweeps used for the verification of best

frequency. Such units with exceptional best frequency

Were constantly sought, but none We re found.

Furthermore, for each recorded unit or cluster, the best

frequency found was always with in the frequency range of

the associated in tracort i cal evoked potential .

Occasional ly, units with unequivocal multi peaked

tuning curves were found with similar threshold

in tens it i es at each peak. These were observed for
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neurons isolated throughout the depths of active cortex

in several penetrations into AAF in this series.

Because of the relative infrequency of such responses in

this experimental series, it is not possible to determine

if there was a systematic relationship between the peaks

in the tuning curves of such units. Un its with

multi peaked tuning curves were not found in penetrations

located in Al (Merzenich, Knight and Roth, 1975), but

have been described for un its in penetrations in to

incompletely mapped auditory cortex in the cat by other

investigators (Hind, et al., 1960; Ooni shi and Katsuki,

1965) .

Responses in Depth

Best frequencies were determined at two or more

depths through the cortex in 149 of the more than 1,50

penetrations into AAF in this series. In these

penetrations, if the range of best frequencies in a given

penetration was expressed as a fractional bandwidth

( ( highest BF - lowest BF)/ lowest BF), then that

fractional bandwidth was less than 0, l in 89% of all

studied penetrations not near the sulci ; it exceeded 0.5

in only 2 such penetrations (both in the lowest frequency

sector of the field). Common best frequency through

cortical depth is a property that has been found for

mapped Al (Merzenich, Knight and Roth, 1973, 1974, 1975)
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and in incompletely mapped auditory cortex in the cat

(Abe les and Golds te in, 1970; Gerste in and Kiang, 1964;

Hind, et al. , 1960; Parker, 1965) as well as for Al of

other species ( Brugge, 1975; I mig, Ruggero, Kitzes, Javel

and Brugge, 1977; Merzenich and Brugge, 1973; Merzenich,

Kaas and Roth, 1976; 0 l i ver, Merzen ich, Roth, Hall and

Kaas, 1976 ). | n the few penetrations in which

multi peaked tuning curves were defined for neurons or

clusters in AAF, the complex tun in g curve was observed

for neurons all through the active cort i cal depth.

On the basis of these observations, maps in later

experiments in this series ( including most of those

illustrated ) were constructed with a single determination

of best frequency in most penetrations normal to the

cortical surface. In penetrations in which multiple best

frequency determinations were made at different depths,

the best frequency assigned to a penetration was the mean

of the best frequencies found at all depths, provided

that the penetration was normal to the cortical surface.

Responses of neurons in penetrations that were not normal

to the over lying cortical surface (most of which passed

down sulci ) will be described separately.
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Representation of Erequency in AAE

There is an orderly representation of sound

frequency with in AAF in the cat. Maps illustrating some

common features of the frequency representation with in

this field are shown in Figures 23-26 and 28. The

drawings in these illustrations represent the magnified

views of the cortical surface in these studied cats.

Each number is the best frequency ( in kHz) defined for

neurons studied in a penetration deep to that site.

These penetration sites are shown again as dots on the

inset photographs of each brain. | n most experiments,

mapping was in it i ated in Al . Rows of penetrations were

then extended across the border between the two fields

( represented approximately by the dashed line cross ing

Figures 23-26 and 28C),

The highest best frequencies are represented along

the caudal or dorso caudal aspect of AAF, along its

boundary with Al . In the region of AAF near the border

with Al, any given high frequency is represented a long a

line cross i ng AAF on a dorso-ventral axis. The line of

representation of a given frequency in this region is

straight, and parallel to the "is of requency con tours" of

Al (Merzenich, Knight and Roth, 1975). Moving rostral ly

in AAF away from the Al-AAF border, there is an orderly

progress i on to lower frequency contours for a variable

d is tance,
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Further rostral l y isofrequency con tours ( in most

cases) rotate progressively counterclockwise ( for the

left hemisphere), roughly following the surface of the

anter i or ectosyl vian gyrus. The point of rotation varies

among an imals. For example, in cat 75-68 (Fig. 25),

rotation of the field begins rostral to the line of

representation of 7 kHz, while in cat 75–79 (Fig. 26)

rotation occurs rostral to the 19 kHz line,

| n mo St CaS eS, the 1 OWest frequencies are

represented ventral ly on the anter i or ectosyl vian gyrus.

! sofrequency contours in this low frequency sector of the

field appear to be straight in some cases (e.g., the 0.9

kHz line of cat 75-73, Fig. 28D), but more commonly

appear to be sinuous or are ill-defined.

By comparison, is of requency con tours in Al are also

straight and parallel to one another ( in that portion of

the Al field rostral to the poster i or ectosyl v i an gyrus).

Furthermore, the progression to lower is of requency

contours moves rostral ly in AAF and caudal ly in Al

(Merzenich, Knight and Roth, 1973, 1974, 1975).

| n several animals, long penetrations were made

through the active cortical layers of the ventral and

caudal banks of the anter i or descending limb of the
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suprasylvian sulcus ( Figs. 25, pen. A-D; 26, pen. A, B ;

and 28 B, pen. A), roughly parallel to the surface of AAF.

As is evident in the electrode track reconstructions in

these figures, an orderly progression to higher best

frequencies with increas in g depth was recorded in all

such penetrations. Furthermore, as in Al (Merzenich,

Knight and Roth, 1975), there appeared to be stepwise

changes in best frequency in these long penetrations.

That is, at a given locus, all units had very similar

best frequencies; with the advance of the electrode all

units encountered suddenly responded to another higher

best frequency for some variable d is tance until a region

of even higher best frequency was encountered.

As is evident in these cases, AAP extends over the

crest of the anter i or ectosyl v i an gyrus and continues

in to the depths of the suprasyl v i an sulcus in some cats.

The best frequency sequences encountered in the sulcus

indicate that the parallel is of requency contours on the

lateral surface of the cortex bend rostrally with in the

depths of the dorsal limb of the sulcus ( Figs. 25 and

28 B); they bend somewhat ventral ly in the anter i or limb

Of the sulcus with reference to the i r surface

representation (Fig. 26).
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Lonotopic and Cochleotopic Organization of AAE

The highly-ordered mapping of represented best

frequency on the cortex of AAF has been represented

graphically in Figure 27 (upper graph) for two cats in

this series. These curves represent the relationship

between best frequencies of penetrations and location of

penetration sites on the cortical surface expressed as

their distance ( in mm) rostral to the Al-AAF border.

Such figures were possible to draw for these particular

cats, as most of the field was represented by parallel

is of requency con tours on the exposed surface of the

Corte X • The graph for cat 75-68 was constructed in the

following manner: (a) on the cortical map of this an imal

(Fig. 25), a series of parallel lines was drawn

perpendicular to the border with Al and separated by 0.5

mm (actual cortical distance); (b) best frequencies

encountered with in 0.25 mm (actual cortical distance) of

these lines were plotted as a function of the distance

rostral to the Al-AAF border (one symbol is used for each

of the parallel lines). The only points included were

those in the region of AAF where is of requency con tour

lines were parallel. The function of best frequency vs.

Cortical distance for cat 75-67 was plotted in a similar

manner from the map shown in Figure 21, except that in

Figure 27 it was displaced upward l; mm on the ord inate to

facilitate comparison. A similar function for a typical
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Al representation was redrawn from the study Of

Merzenich, Knight and Roth (1975) on the same graph. It

was also displaced on the ordinate for comparison. | n

the function for Al, the cortical distance is measured

moving caudal to the Al - AAF border.

These curves reveal that the relationship between

best frequency and cortical distance is similar for each

parallel line cross i ng the region in which is of requency

contours are parall el. One may then conclude that, as in

Al (Merzenich, Knight and Roth, 1975), a given frequency

band is represented by a nearly straight belt of cortex

cross i ng the field dorso-ventral ly; the belts must be of

nearly constant width across the mapped portion of the

field; and the proportional it y in the representation of

different frequencies must be maintained across the

field. The slopes of the curves indicate that there is a

Somewhat greater proport ional representation of the

highest frequency octaves. It must be borne in mind that

these curves were drawn through those regions of the

field in which the isofrequency contours were parallel to

the Al-AAF border. The rotation of the field made it

difficult to continue these graphs to the lowest octaves

represented on the lateral surface of the cortex.

Similarly, it was not possible to draw such graphs for
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the portion of the field buried with in the suprasyl v i an

sulcus.

In the lower graph of Figure 27, best frequency

values were rep lotted as represented cochlear loci using

the function of Greenwood (1961, 1974). It is evident

that in AAF, as in Al (Merzenich, Knight and Roth, 1975),

a sector of the basi lar part it ion of a given length is

represented across a nearly straight belt of cortex of

nearly constant width that crosses the mapped port ions of

the fields on a dorso-ventral axis; and that the belts

represent i ng the more basal equal-length sectors are

wider that the belts represent i ng the more apical

Sector S.

The similar it y between the curves for the two cats

is noteworthy. For most of the other an imals in this

series, the portion of the field where is of requency

contours were parallel was too small to provide a

complete comparison with cats 75-67 and 75-68. Cat 71, -66

(Fig. 28C) is an anomolous case with the 22 kHz and 27

kHz isofrequency contours apparently not parallel to the

Al-AAP border.
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Variability of AAE Location on the Cortical Surface

The location of AAF with respect to surface

anatomical landmarks varies sign if i cantly. Surface

landmarks provide only a gross indication as to the

location of the field, but provide no information as to

the boundaries or frequency organization with in the

representation. This variability will be illustrated.

The location of the dorsal boundary of the field can

be seen to vary considerably. In Figures 24, 26 and 280

the open stars indicate penetrations in which there was

no driven cell response with tonal st imulation,

indicating that the penetration sites were outside the

boundaries of both Al and AAF. l n these three maps the

dorsal boundary of the field was clearly on the lateral

surface of the ectosyl v i an gyrus. By contrast, the maps

shown in Figure 25 and 28 B have a dorsal border which

must extend down in to the suprasylvian sulcus, aS

indicated by the long penetrations down the ventral bank

of the sulcus.

The location of the low frequency ventral border is

similarly variable. | n cat 75-79 (Fig. 26), an

ident if ied ventral border is less than 0.5 mm below the

dorsal tip of the anter i or ectosyl v i an sulcus; in cat 75

67 (Fig. 24) and cat 75-73 (Fig. 28D) the identified
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borders are approximately 2.5 mm be low the tip of the

anter i or ectosyl v i an sulcus.

The border of AAF with Al shows a high degree of

variability. In cats 74 -l, 9 (Fig. 23) and 75-73 (Fig.

28D) the border nearly intersects the tip of the anter i or

ectosyl vian sulcus; in cats 75-67 (Fig. 2 l; ) and 71, -66

(Fig. 28C), the border is over 2 mm caudal to the tip of

the anter i or ectosyl v i an sulcus.

Close comparison of the variability of the frequency

representation in the field with respect to surface

landmarks can be made by examin ing Figures 28A-D. In

these drawings, it can be seen that the best frequency

recorded nearest the tip of the anter i or ectosyl v i an

sulcus varies considerably: 0.90 kHz for cat 73-l l; ; 0.92

kHz for cat 74-63; 10.9 kHz for cat 71, -66; and 28 kHz for

cat 75-73.

In Figure 29 is shown a diagrammatic representation

of the location of the fields on drawings of the brains

of six cats in this series. Super imposed on the drawings

are arrows indicating the approximate location and

or i entation of the 3 kHz and 22 kHz is of requency

contours. It can be appreciated that the fields vary

widely in the tr location on the brain surface when
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referenced to cortical landmarks. Furthermore, as noted

by others (Ades, 1959, 1959; Kawamura, 1971; Merzenich,

Knight and Roth, 1975; Rose, 19 l;9), there is a high

degree of variability in the configuration of the sulcal

patterns among cats in the area of AAF and for the entire

hemisphere in general .

Adiacent Cortical Regions—Other Ihan Al

In the cort ical regions other than Al border ing AAF

in to which penetrations were directed, neurons could not

be excited by tonal stimuli. Several penetrations were

directed in to the field dorsal to AAF (penetrations

marked with open stars in Figs. 24, 26 and 28D) in those

an imals in which AAF did not extend over the dorsal crest

of the ectosyl vian gyrus. The units found in these

penetrations could not be driven by tonal stimul i at any

st imulus in tensity. Furthermore, no in tracort i cal evoked

potentials could be seen in any of these penetrations.

This suggests that this field is non-auditory or requires

more complex auditory stimuli than the monaural or

b inaural tone pips used in these experiments with

ketamine anesthetized cats. Similarly, penetrations in to

the cortical regions ventral and rostral to the low

frequency sector of the field ( Figs. 21, 26, 28D) did not

record any in tracor t t cal evoked potential or driven unit

activity with tonal stimulation. Due to the dense
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only a small number of penetrations were directed in to

the region of the anter i or bank of this sulcus, and,

therefore, the ventromedial boundary of AAF was always

somewhat uncertain.

Cytoarchitecture and the Boundaries of AAE

The cytoarchitecture of AAF and Al are similar in

most respects. The proximity of the caudal boundary of

AAF to the anter i or ectosyl vian sulcus causes distortion

of the cytoarch itecture of both AAF and Al near the ir

mutual boundary due to the infold i ng of the cortical

surface in this sulcus. Furthermore, the rostral and

dorsal boundaries of AAF are found with in or near the

suprasylvian sulcus and suffer from similar distortion.

Thus, it is far more reliable to define the boundaries of

AAF on the basis of physiological criter i a rather than on

cytoarchitectonic criteria alone.

Proiection of the MGB to AAE

Having defined the complete representation of the

cochlea with in AAF and the remarkable similar it y between

the cochlear representations in AAF and A l,

neuroanatomical tracing experiments using the retrograde

transport of horse radish peroxidase (HRP) were performed
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to compare the thal amocort i cal projections to AAF with

the thal amocortical projections to Al ( Colwell and

Merzenich, 1975). | n order to accurately locate

injection sites with in AAF or Al, part i a 1 microelectrode

maps of represented frequency were made in l l hemispheres

of 12 cats. The criter i a used to define penetrations

into AAF were similar to those used in the previous

mapping experiments: (a) sharply-tuned units with a

radial organization through the middle and deep cortical

layers and (b) an orderly progress ion of represented

frequency with lower frequencies represented rostral ly in

AAF and higher frequencies represented caudal ly,

Penetrations into Al were different i a ted from those into

AAF by the reversed direction of frequency progress ion

cross ing the cortex on a rostro- caudal axis. Small

injections (0.1-0.5 micro liters) of HRP solution (or

tritiated leucine or a mixture of these two tracers) were

made at physiological ly-defined cortical loci in AAF and

At . In all cases, except 76-91 (Fig. 31), these tracers

did not spread lateral l y beyond the boundaries of the

injected field.

Retro grade transport of HRP (La Vail and LaVa il,

1972, 1975; LaVat 1, Winston and Tish, 1973; Nauta, Pritz

and Lasek, 1974) from AAF injection sites to the MGB was

determined by the find in g of darkly stained granules of

HRP reaction product in the MGB cells project i ng to the
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injection loci as shown in Figure 30. As can be seen in

this figure, label led cells in the ventral division of

the MGB (Morest 1964, 1965a) of ten had HRP granules

fill i ng their major dendritic branches. Most label led

dendr it ic branches of cells on the most lateral aspect of

the MGB were or i ented parallel to the lami nae of the

ventral division as was described by Morest (1965a) in

Golgi-stained mater i al. Such HRP label ling of dendrites

was rarely seen in cells of Morest's deep dorsal

di v is ion.

Neurons in the MGB project ing to a single inject i on

site or to multiple inject ion sites along an is of requency

contour were located with in a long (approximately 3 mm)

column with a rostro- caudal or i entation pass ing through

the deep dorsal div is ion (D) of the MGB in to the

poster i or nuclear group (Po) (the boundary between the

MGB and the poster i or group was not evident in these

reconstructions) and in a sheet or slab of cells in the

ventral (W) division of the MGB i psi lateral to the

inject i on site. Reconstructions of 6 HRP cases can be

seen in Figures 31, 32, 33, 3 ly, 36 and 37. In each of

these figures, HRP label led neurons are represented as

dots on the tracings of the 90 micron sections developed

for HRP alone. In these reconstructions, the deep dorsal
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division is designated by "D", the poster i or group by

"Po", and the ventral division by "V".

In the largest injection case, shown in Figure 31,

in which a small amount of HRP spread beyond the

boundaries of AAF, HRP label led neurons were located in a

long (approximately 3 mm) column of cells with a rostro

caudal or i entation passing continuously through the deep

dorsal division into the more rostral poster i or group.

In this case, a number of cells in each section can be

seen in trans it ion groups between this column and the

cell group on the lateral aspect of the ventral division

of the MGB. In this case alone, some cells were also

located in Morest's (1961; ) medial di v is ion and

superficial dorsal division. Unequivocal cell label ing

in the medial division was not seen in cases with more

discrete injections and could have been the result of

spread of HRP in to Al which receives a projection from

the medial division (Colwell and Merzenich, 1975).

In all other cases with more restricted injections,

as shown in Figures 32, 33, 3 ly, 36, 37, HRP-label led

neurons were found primarily with in the deep dorsal

column and in lesser numbers near the lateral margin of

the ventral division, possibly in Morest's (1964, 1965a)

and Cajal's (1909) marginal zone or in the low frequency
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region of the laminated ventral di v is ion (Aitk in and

Webster, 1972; Colwell and Merzenich, 1975). Occasional

neurons were also label led in regions that could be

interpreted as being in the trans it i on regions between

the deep dorsal column and the ventral division seen most

clearly in Figure 31.

The major difference in cell label i ng between the

cases of single inject ions and the cases of multiple

inject ions along an isof requency contour was primarily in

the density of label led cells with in these project t on

groups and in the cross sectional area of the deep dorsal

column seen in frontal section, i.e., multiple injections

along an isofrequency contour caused more dense label ling

and somewhat broader cross sections in the deep dorsal

column than did single inject ions of the same volume.

Similar differences were apparent in comparisons

among cases with single large and small injections, i.e.,

larger injections caused more dense label in g in a larger

project i ng cell column in the deep dorsal group than did

small inject ions. The length of the deep dorsal -

poster i or group column was not well correlated with the

total amount of HRP tracer injected. l n the small est

injection case (cat 76-133 right, 0.2 micro liters, as

shown in Figure 3 l; ), this column was seen to be
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continuous for 2.7 mm; in the largest single inject i on

case (cat 76-62, 0.5 micro liters, as shown in Figure 32),

this column was seen to be continuous for 3.6 mm. in

length.

| n all cases (with injections at points represent ing

frequencies between 1.7 and 30 kHz), except one, the

cells in the ventral division were seen on the lateral

margin of the ventral division of the MGB. In a similar

previous study of the MGB projections to Al, low

frequency injections were seen to label cells out to the

lateral margin of the MGB. However, Cajal (1909) and

Morest (1964, 1965a) both described a dist inct marginal

zone on the most lateral aspect of the MGB. It is

possible that the neurons project i ng to AAF from the

lateral marg in of the ventral division were located in

this marginal zone. On the other hand, they may have

come from the low frequency lateral region of the MGB

(Aitkin and Webster, 1972; Colwell and Merzenich, 1975).

The second possibility is at tractive since it corre lates

with the physiological f inding of broadly-tuned

in tracortical evoked potential s, especially in the low

frequency portion of AAF . However, the present

experiments cannot resolve this issue.
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These results indicate that, with in the level of

resolution of this tracer technique, the array of MGB

neurons project i ng to any point in AAF represent i ng a

given frequency ( or, equivalently, representing a given

point on the cochlear part it ion) receives a convergence

of input from cells a long an ent i re deep dorsal - poster i or

group column and, to a lesser extent, from a sheet of

cells with in the ventral division near its lateral

margin.

Corticothalamic Proiections from AAE

The projections from physiological ly-defined loci

with in AAF on to the MGB were examined using the

autoradiographic demonstration of transport of prote in

incorporating tritiated leucine from cell bodies in AAF

tC) their terminals in the MGB ( Cowan, Gottlieb,

Hendrickson, Price and Wool sey, 1972). In most cases,

the tr it i ated leucine was mixed with the HRP injection

solution to provide information concerning the degree of

reciprocity between the thal amocortical and

cort icothal amic projection arrays (Colwell, 1975; Colwell

noia Merzenich, 1975).

The auto radiographic demonstration of label led

terminals showed a dense cort icothal amic projection
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ips i lateral to the injection site a long a column of

terminal s passing through the deep dorsal di v is ion of the

MGB rostral ly into the poster i or group (the boundary

between these adjacent nuclei was not evident in this

mater i al ). Reconstructions of two of these project ions

can be seen in Figures 35 and 36. In each of these

figures, the ventral division of the MGB is designated by

"V" and the deep dorsal - poster i or group is designated by

10 D” e

The results of a small ( 1.7 microCurie) injection is

shown in the darkfield photographs of Figure 35 for cat

76-98. The most distinct label i ng of terminals is

apparent with in a long (approximately 3mm) column pass ing

rostral ly through the deep dorsal division of the MGB

into the poster i or group. The presence of label led

terminal s in the ventral division was seen in only two

sections (11 and 12) in this case.

| n cases with larger single injections or multiple

injections along an isof requency contour (Figure 36), the

cross sectional area of the deep dorsal column was found

to be larger, but the length of this column had only a

small positive correl at ion with injection volume similar

to that found with HRP up take in combined injections.

Label ling of terminals in the ventral division in cases

with larger inject ions or multiple injections restricted
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to AAF was always questionable. There are two possible

reasons for this observation. Either there was no

cort icothal amic projection to this region, or, more

likely, the density of these projections was too small to

be unequivocal ly defined by this technique.

AAE Ihalamocortical and Corticothalamic Reciprocity

The reciprocity be tween the cort icothal amic and

thal amocortical projections ( at least in the deep dorsal -

poster i or group array) can be seen directly in Figure 36.

In Figure 36, sections reacted for the presence of HRP

and adjacent sections treated for the auto radiographic

demonstration of tritiated leucine in axon terminals can

be compared. As can be seen in this figure, there is a

high degree of over lap in the two projection arrays

with in the deep dorsal - posterior group.

The relatively small number of thal amocortical

projection neurons in the ventral division suggests that,

if the lateral marg in of the ventral division were

reciprocal ly related with a locus in AAF, the

cortico thalamic projections might possibly not be seen

due to the small number of label led terminal s projecting

to the small number of neurons in the ventral division.

---
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comparison between AAE and Al Proiections

Since A | and AAF are remarkably similar in

organization, it is important to directly compare the

thal amocortical projections to these two fields in the

same an imal . Such a comparison can be seen in Figure 37

for cat 76- 1 19. In this case, Figure 37A shows the array

of neurons project i ng to an l l kHz inject i on site in AAF

of the left hemisphere; Figure 37 B shows the array of

neurons project i ng to an l l kHz inject i on site in Al of

the right hemisphere in an adjacent section; and Figure

37C shows the array of terminals project i ng to the MGB in

an adjacent section from an l l kHz injection site in Al

of the left hemisphere. Comparison of Figures 37A and

37B shows that both AAF and Al (Colwell and Merze nich,

1975) receive projections from the deep dorsal-posterior

group column, but that Al receives projections from a

much larger number of cells in the laminated portion of

the ventral division while there is only a small

project i on from the ventral div is ion to AAF (and,

possibly, from a different region of the ventral

division).

The dorsal column project ing to loci in AAF and Al

represent i ng the same frequency can be seen to be nearly

identical by comparison of Figures 37A and 37 C. Since
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the thal amocortical project i on neurons from the MGB to Al

receive a precisely reciprocal projection from the same

locus in Al (Colwell and Merzenich, 1975), the

cort icothalamic projection from the l l kHz injection site

in A ( Figure 37C) must precisely over lap the

thal amocortical projection to that same Al locus.

Comparison of Figure 37C with the thalamocortical

projection array to an l l kHz injection site in AAF in

the same hemisphere ( Figure 37A) shows that the over lap

with in the dorsal column is nearly identical .

Thus, this case presents strong evidence that loci

representing the same frequency ( or, equivalently, the

same position on the coch lear part it i on ) in both AAF and

Al must receive ident i cal projections from the deep

dorsal - poster i or group column. Converse ly, since AAF is

similarly reciprocal ly related to the deep dorsal -

poster i or gr Oup column, loci with in AAF and Al

representing the same frequency (or, equivalently,

representing the same position on the coch lear partition)

must project to the same deep dorsal-poster i or group

column.
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Additional Proiections of AAF

Sections through the infer i or coll i culus were

processed for HRP label led cells and label led corti co

tectal projection terminals for injections of tracers in

both AAF and Al . No HRP cells were seen in the inferior

colliculus with inject ions in either field. While

bilater al projections to the central and per i central

nuclei of the infer i or coll i culus were seen with Al

injections, no such projections were seen with AAF

injections.

There was clear autor ad iographic evidence for the

projection of AAF to the contral a teral hemisphere. This

Ca ■ h be See ■ h in Figure 38 in which is shown

auto radiograph ic grains from tritiated leucine from a

combined tracer injection at a 2. l; kHz site in AAF of cat

76-66. The grains can be clearly seen in fibers enter ing

the COr puS cal losum project ing to the opposite

hemisphere. The exact dest i nation of these fibers is

uncerta in .
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23.0

AES - imm- CAT 75-49

F | GURE 23. Map of best frequencies (kHz) of 33 penetrations

into AAF and Al of the left hemisphere of cat 75-l;9. Dashed

line in this and following figures represents the approximate

boundary between AAF (left side of boundary) and Al (right

side of boundary). Penetration site are shown on the inset

photograph. SS: suprasylvian sulcus; AES, anter i or ectosyl vi an

sulcus.
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F | GURE 2 l; . Map of best frequencies ( kHz) of l; l; penetrations

in to AAF and A of the left hemisphere of cat 75-67. Stars

indicate penetrations in which no cells responded to tones.

Penetration sites are shown on inset photograph. SS, supra

sy livian sulcus ; AES, anter i or ectosyl vian sulcus.
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F | GURE 25. Map of best frequencies ( kHz) of 2 l; penetrations

in to AAF and Al of cat 75-68. Penetrations A-D ran down

through the middle cortical layers of the ventro caudal bank

of the suprasylvian sulcus and are reconstructed below.

Broad dashes indicate 1 mm steps along track; narrow dashes

indicate recording positions for which best frequencies

( adjacent numbers, in kHz) are shown. Penetration sites

are shown on in set photograph. SS: suprasy livian sulcus;

AES, anter i or ectosyl vian sulcus.
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F | GURE 26. Map of best frequencies (kHz) of l;0 penetrations

into AAF of cat 75-79. Stars indicate penetrations in which no

cells responded to tones. As ter isk indicates a penetration in

which two threshold m in ima, 2.3 kHz and 1.5 kHz, were found at

the same sound in tensity. Penetrations A and B ran down through

the middle cort i call layers of the bank of the suprasylvian

sulcus. See previous figure legend for details.
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º

F IGURE 27. TOP GRAPH: To notopic organization of AAF in

cats 75-67 and 75-68. Lower curve for cat 75-68 was

derived in the following manner: (a) 6 parall el lines

were drawn perpendicular to the boundary between AAF and

A■ on the map of best frequencies for this cat (Fig. 25);

(b) best frequencies (kHz) of penetrations within 0.25 mm

(actual cortical distance) of these lines were plotted as

a function of distance (mm) on the cortical surface

rostral to the AI - AAF border for that portion of the

field in which is of requency contours remained parallel to

this border. Upper curve for cat 75-67 (shown in Fig. 211)

was derived in a similar manner for 5 parall el lines

cross ing AAF, but the curve was displaced on the or di nate

l, mm for comparison. The middle curve is a similar

function for a typical Al field (from Merzenich, Knight

and Roth, 1975), and is displaced upward on the ordinate

for comparison. BOTTOM GRAPH : Cochleo topic organization

of AAF for the same cats as above. Curves are derived

from the upper graph after conversion of best frequency

to represented cochlear position using the function of

Greenwood (1961, 1971; ).
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F | GURE 28. Best frequencies ( kHz) for penetrations into AAF

and Al of cats 73-14 (A), 7 l;-63 (B), 7 lº-66 (C), and 75-73 (D)

As ter is k indicates penetration with two threshold minima at

the same stimulus intensity. Stars indicate penetrations in

which no cells were driven to discharge by tonal stimuli.

See legends of Figures 25 and 26 for details.
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F | GURE 29. War i ability in location of AAF with respect to

cortical surface landmarks. Shaded areas indicate extent of

AAF in 6 cats in this series. The field is probably of the

same size in all cats, i.e., the portion of the field on the

exposed surface is inversely related to the portion buried

in the sulci. On each is shown the approximate position of

the 5 kHz and 22 kHz is of requency con tours. For list of

abreviations of sul call term i no logy, see NEUROANATOM I CAL

TERM I NOLOGY.
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MGB-AAF PROJECTION NEURONS

VENTRAL DORSAL

F | GURE 30. M.G.B neurons projecting to AAF from the deep

dorsal and ventral divisions. Note darkly stained granules

of HRP reaction product. Granules can be seen in the

dendrites of the cells in the ventral division. Calibration

bar is 50 microns.
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CAUDAL

Figure 31. MGB neurons projecting to AAF of cat 76-91.
| njection sites and frequency shown on cortical map. HRP

was seen to spread beyond boundaries of AAF. For list of

abreviations, see NEUROANATOM I CAL TERM I NOLOGY. Section

numbers of 90 micron sections are shown.
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F | CURE 32. MGB neurons projecting to AAF of cat 76-62.

In jection site and frequency shown on cortical map. For list

of a breviations, see NEUROANATOM I CAL TERM I NOLOGY.
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MGB neurons projecting to AAF.F | GURE 33.

and frequencies shown on cortical map of cat 76-66.

see NEUROANATOM I CAL TERMI N0 L06Y.list of abreviations,
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P

FI GURE 3 H. MGB neurons projecting to AAF. I njection site

and frequency shown on cortical map of cat 76-133. For a

1 is t of a breviations, see NEUROANATOM I CAL TERM I NOLOGY.
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FI GURE 35. Auto radiographically-label led terminals through

the deep dorsal division (D) of the MGB in cat 76-98 from a

tri ti ated leucine injection into a 2. l; kHz site in AAF.

Label ling in the ventral division, usually uncertain, can

be seen in sections 11 and 12 in this case. Cal i bration bar

is 1 mm. Section numbers are adjacent to sections.
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F IGURE 36. AAF thal amocortical and cort icothalamic reci pro

city. Left: 3 auto radiograms of label led terminals through

the MGB from a single inject ion of combined tracers into a

6.2 kHz site in AAF of cat 76-62. Right: Adjacent sections

showing the array of HRP- label led neurons project ing to

the same injection site. Cal i bration bar is 5 mm.
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lmm 76-119

A: left AAF, 11 kHz,025, HRP

B: right AI, 11 kHz,025, HRP

C. left A, 11kHz, 20 pc *H-leucine

F I GURE 37. Comparison of AAF and Al thal amocortical and

corti cothal amic projections in cat 76- 119. A: Array of

MGB neurons project ing to an 11 kHz injection site in AAF

of the left hemisphere. B.: Array of MGB neurons projecting

to an 11 kHz injection site in Al of the right hemisphere.

C: Array of terminals projecting to the MGB from an 11 kHz

injection site in Al of the left hemisphere. See text for

details. Sections are adjacent.
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AAF INTERCORTICAL
PROJECTION

F | GURE 38. Inter cortical projection from AAF of cat 76-66.

Arrows show path and direction of auto radiographical ly

label led fibers passing through the corpus cal losum (CC).

AEG, anter i or ectosyl vian gyrus; SSG, suprasylvian gyrus;

SSS, suprasylvian sulcus. Frontal section.
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H | STORI CAL F | GURE l; . An illustration of the ventral

aspect of the brain from De homine (1662) by Rene

Descar tes. He believed that the pineal gland (H) was the

center of the soul and control led the flow of spirits in

the ven tricles (A). Nerve tubes ( BC) connected the

ventricles with the cortex.
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Organization of AAE in the Cat

Th is study constitutes the f i r S t detailed

microelectrode mapping of a "secondary" auditory cortical

field in the cat. The results of this study show that

there is a highly- or dered representation of the cochlea

in the anterior auditory field of the cat.

Results of penetrations made radi all y through the

depths of the middle and deep cortical layers below a

given point on the surface of AAF reveal that all units

responding with d is charges have sharp ly-tuned response

profiles with nearly identical best frequencies. This

radial organization is also character is tic of the few

penetrations encounter i ng units with tuning curves having

multiple peaks at similar thresholds. Thus, acoustic

in formation (near threshold) representing a single point

or multiple points a long the coch lear partition ( i.e. ,

having d single Or multi peaked tuning curve,

respectively) is processed a long a radial column of cells

in the middle and deep cortical layers of AAF.
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A given frequency band ( or, equivalently, coch lear

sector ) is represented on much of the exposed cortical

surface of AAF by a nearly straight belt of neurons in

the active cortical layers (under ketamine anes thesia)

cross ing the entire field. Fre quency bands are

systematical ly represented across the cortical surface.

There is an orderly progression from parallel high

frequency bands (represent ing the more basal coch lear

sectors) near the caudal AI - AAF border to lower frequency

bands (representing more apical coch lear sectors)

rostral l y. In most cases, the re is a rotation of the

lower frequency sectors following the curvature of the

anter i or ectosyl v i an gyrus. AAF may also continue down

the bank of the suprasylvian sulcus. These features are

shown diagrammatical ly for a hypothetical cat (Figures

l;0 B and l; 0 C).

Penetrations down the bank of the suprasyl v i an

sulcus cross discrete regions of similar best frequency.

This suggests that there may be units of "ver tical

organization" in AAF similar to the "columns" of

somatosensory (Mountcastle, 1957; Powell and Mountcastle,

1959) and visual cortex (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962, 1963,

1971; ; LeVay, Hubel and Wiesel, 1975; Kaas, L in and

Casagrande, 1976; Wiesel, Hubel and Lam, 1971; ).
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Relationship between AAE and the Auditory Ihalamus

Neuroanatomical experiments, using the retrograde

transport of horse radish peroxidase from

physiologically-defined injection sites with in AAF, were

under taken to de termine the arrays of neurons with in the

medial geniculate body that project to sites with in AAF.

These experiments revealed that a restricted locus

with in AAF receives a major convergent project i on from a

continuous three dimensional column of cells passing

through the deep dorsal subdivision of the MGB (Morest,

1961; ) rostral ly in to the poster i or group nuclei as shown

diagrammatically in Figure 39. There is also a smaller

convergent project i on to AAF from a sparse array of

neurons with in the ventral division of the MGB, usually

seen at the lateral margin of this division. These cells

are possibly with in the marginal zone of Cajal (1909) and

Morest ( 1961, 1965 a) or with in the low frequency region

of the vent ral division (Aitkin and Webster, 1972) that

projects to Al ( Colwell and Merzenich, 1975). Multiple

injections a long an isof requency con tour have also shown

convergent projections from a single deep dorsal -

posterior group column as well as projections from the

ventral division. These data suggest that, taken at its

limit, a point in AAF receives a convergent projection

from a one dimensional line of cells in the deep dorsal -
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poster i or group column as well as from a few cells in the

ventral division. Similarly, as shown by the or thograde

transport of label led amino acid from the cell bodies

near the injection site to the i r axon terminals in the

MGB, single two dimensional injection sites and multiple

inject i on sites a long an is of requency con tour project

divergently to a three dimensional column with in the deep

dorsal poster i or group column.

Furthermore, comparisons of the thal amocortical and

cortico thal amic projections to and from inject i on sites

with in AAF have revealed that these two projection

systems a re reciprocal , i.e., the array Of

thal amocortical neurons with in the deep dorsal - poster i or

group column projecting to a given point in AAF receives

an at least approximately coincident projection from that

same point. There was no unequivocal evidence in this

material that the sparse projection from the ventral

di v i si on to AAF received a reciprocal cortico thal amic

projection.
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Organizations of AAE and Al; Similarities and Differences

The organizations of AAF and Al are remarkably

similar in many respects. Both Al (Merzenich, Knight and

Roth, 1975) and AAF have similar radial organization with

units of similar best frequency found through the active

depths of cortex. This feature of organization has also

been noted in other studies of in completely mapped

audi tory cortex of the cat (Abe les and Goldstein, 1970;

Gerstein and Kiang, 1964; H ind, et al. , 1960; Parker,

1965) and in mapped Al of other species ( Brugge, 1975;

I mig, Ruggero, Kitzes, Javel and Brugge, 1977; Merzeni ch

and Brugge, 1973; Merzenich, Kaas and Roth, 1976; 0 liver,

Merzenich, Roth, Hall and Kaas, 1976). Similar evidence

for AAF and AI suggests that both fields have units of

"vertical organization" a k in to cortical columns defined

in other sensory modal i ties (Mount castle, 1957; Powell

and Mountcastle, 1959; Hubel and Wiesel, 1962, 1963,

1971; ; LeVay, Hubel and Wiesel , 1975; Wiesel , Hubel and

Lam, 1971; ; Kaas, L in and Casa grande, 1976). Furthermore,

in most of the exposed region of each field, a given

frequency band is represented by a nearly straight belt

of cortex cross ing the entire field.

The similar i ty in the spatial representation of

frequency with in AAF and Al (Merze nich, Knight and Roth,

1975) is remarkable. For the portions of both fields
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where axes of representation of frequency are parallel,

the graphs of Figure 27 show that both fields have

similar, though reversed, functions Of frequency

( represented coch lear place) vs. d is tance across the

cortical surface from their mutual boundary. Thus, in

this respect, the two fields appear to be mirror images

of one another reflected from their mutual high frequency

boundary. Furthermore, in these regions of both AAF and

Al , there is a proportionately larger representation of

high frequency octaves (or, equivalently, more basal

equal-length sectors of the cochlea) a long the dimension

of the field perpendicular to the line of frequency

representation. These features of Al and AAF are

illustrated schematical ly for a hypothetical cat in

Figure l; 0B and C.

There were, however, also some notable physiological

differences between the two fields in the mapping

experiments. First, there are more "spontaneously"

active units in AAF than in Al under ketamine anes thesia.

Second, in individual penetrations in to AAF, a broadly

tuned in tracortical evoked potential was recorded near

threshold for un i t d is charges; the in tracortical evoked

potential recorded in Al was much more sharply tuned

(Merzenich, Knight and Roth, 1975). Third, in a few

penetrations in to AAF, units were found to have
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multi peaked tuning CU r V eS a t similar threshold

in tens i ties. Such units were not found under the same

conditions of anesthesia in extensively mapped Al of the

cat ( Merzenich, Knight and Roth, 1975).

Comparison of AAE and Al Proiections to and from the MGB

Comparison of these neuroanatomical data with those

from similar experiments conducted to determine the

thal amocortical and cort icothalamic projections to and

from physiological ly-defined loci with in Al (Colwell and

Merzenich, 1975) has revealed that loci with in both of

these fields receive convergent projections from and

project divergently and reciprocal ly to a column of

neurons pass in g rostral ly through the deep dorsal

division of the MGB into the poster i or group nuclei

without obvious discontinuity, as shown in Figure 39.

The present experiments also show that the same deep

dorsal -poster i or group column projects to loci with the

same best frequency ( represent ing the same position on

the basi lar part it ion) with in both fields and receives a

reciprocal projection from points of similar best

frequency in both fields.
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However, the projection to AAF from the ventral

di v is ion of the MGB comes from a small number of cells

near the lateral margin of this division while Al

receives a large projection from a continuous array of

neurons with in the laminated portion of the ventral

di v is ion and the pars ovoidea (Colwell and Merzenich,

1975). ! t remains uncerta in as to whether the cells in

the ventral division of the MGB projecting to AAF are

with in the array of neurons projecting to a point of

similar best frequency in Al . Thus, if the deep dorsal -

poster i or group column is direct i ng similar in formation

to both AAF and Al , AAF is analyzing a subset of the

acoustic information analyzed by Al .

Implications of the Variability in location of AAF

with Respect to Cortical Surface landmarks

The variability in the location of the boundaries of

AAF and the frequency representation with in it with

respect to cortical surface landmarks has several

important implications: (1) There is a large degree of

un certain ty inherent in ascribing a particular cortical

location to AAF, Al , or any surround i ng field by

comparing cortical landmarks in any individual animal

with "standard" cortical maps (e.g., Woolsey's (1960,

1961) maps, Figure l; 0A, or the schematic representations
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in Figures l; 0B and l;0 C and l;0 C) or with any of the

in dividual maps in this series. ( 2) A penetration

recording sharp ly-tuned units with a middle or high best

frequency may be in correctly ascribed to AAF or Al when

referenced to cortical landmarks since the boundary

between the two fields is highly variable in location on

the cortical surface. And ( 3 ), it is impossible to

reference cortical landmarks in comb in i ng data from

several animals to create an accurate map of best

frequencies for AAF or Al (Merzenich, Knight and Roth,

1975).

Relationship to Earlier Blapping Studies

The anter i or auditory field has only recently been

recognized as a distinct representation in the cat. | n

the microelectrode mapping study of Al in the cat by

Merzenich, Knight and Roth ( 1975), this coch lear

representation Wa S recognized by the physiological

criter i a ment ioned earlier, i.e., the presence of a

broad ly- tuned in tracortical evoked potential and the

reversal in the frequency progression cross i ng the border

with Al . I n this previous paper, this field was

designated the "rostral field", but in the present study,

this field is renamed the "anter i or auditory field" to

avoid implying homology with the "rostral field" in the
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audi to ry cortex of the monkey ( Brugge, 1975; I mig,

Rugger o, Kitzes, Javel and Brugge, 1977; Merzenich and

Brugge, 1973).

Although Tun turi ( 19 l; 5, 1950) described a coch lear

representation on the anter i or ectosyl vian gyrus of the

dog (his field "A l l l ") that corresponds to AAF (though it

was far smaller than Al and was without a d is tinct

frequency reversal across a border with Al ). it was not

appropriately defined in the cat. | n the evoked

potential studies of the auditory cortex of the cat by

Woolsey and Walzl (1942) and Downman, Woolsey and Lende

( 1960), the high frequency region of AAF was included in

the rostral portion of Al presumably because the direct

electrical stimulation of the cochlear base in these

studies caused widespread excitation Of the high

frequency regions Of both fields simultaneously.

Similarly, H ind ( 1953) did not distinguish the high

frequency boundary between AAF and Al in his evoked

potential study of auditory cortex in the cat using tonal

stimuli . Although he showed a reversal in frequency

progress ion cross i ng the cortex for one cat (Figure 10),

he combined data from several animals on a standard

cortical map (Figure 11), a procedure which would obscure

the order l y representation of the cochlea in AAF and the

boundary of Al with AAF. In his syntheses of earlier

data on the auditory cortex, Woolsey (1960, 1961)
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described the "suprasylvian fringe", a coch lear

representation with a low frequency region on the exposed

lateral surface of the anter i or ectosyl v i an gyrus and a

higher frequency representation with in the depths of the

suprasyl vian sulcus ( shown in Figures 9 and l;0A). By

comparing this figure with the schematic maps of Al and

AAF ( Figs. I;0 A and l;0 C), it can be seen that his

description of auditory cortex exaggerated the size of Al

by including in it the high frequency portion of AAF.

Earl ier microelect rode mapping studies of auditory

cortex in the cat ( Evans, Ross and Whitfield, 1965; Evans

and Whitfield, 196 l; ; Golds te in, Abe les, Daly and

McIntosh, 1970; H in d, et al. , 1960) also failed to

recognize a complete and orderly representation of the

cochlea with in AAF. In each of these studies, data was

combined from several animals to give composite

representations of Al ( shown in Figures 16 and 17 ). |t

is clear, however, that in each of these studies

penetrations were likely to have been directed in to AAF

of some animals. As has been discussed for AAF as well

as for Al (Merzenich, Knight and Roth, 1975), this

combination of data from several animals using cort I cal

landmarks as a reference would tend to obscure rather

than clarify the boundary between the two fields as well

as the frequency representation with in each field.
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The classical description of the cytoarchitecture of

the audi to ry region of the cat by Rose (19 l;9) is somewhat

different than that found in this study. His division of

the auditory cortex on cytoarchitectonic criteria is not

consistent with the physiological results in the present

study. He probably included the dorsal region of AAF

within Al and the ventral region of AAF with in his "Al I".

The over all similar it y between the cytoarchitecture of Al

and AAF and, especial ly, difficulty in defining a

cy to architectonic boundary between the two fields near

the anter i or ectosyl vian sulcus could account for the

differences between his results and those in the present

study.

Relationship to Earlier Neuroanatomical Studies

Th is study constitutes, in part, the first

determination Of the project ions to and from

physiological ly- defined points with in a cortical auditory

representation other than Al ( Colwell and Merzenich,

1975). Since this work has shown AAF to be a complete

audi to ry representation that Wa S previously

unappreciated, it is problematical to compare this work

with previous neuro anatomical studies that used different

descriptions Of cortical fields without direct
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physiological determination of the organization Of

auditory cortex in in dividual animals.

The early studies of the audi tory geniculocortical

pathways in the cat were based on mapping of or thograde

degeneration of MGB axons in the cortex following lesions

within the MGB (Woollard and Harpman, 1939; Ades, 19 l; 1).

| n both of these studies, lesions with in the MGB produced

degeneration across large regions of auditory cortex.

Thus, these authors considered the entire auditory cortex

to be homogenous with respect to these projections.

Wool lar d and Harpman (1939) further described the

thal amocortical project i on to be point-to-point from the

MGB to auditory cortex.

Waller (1939) recognized a degree of local ization in

the audi to ry genicu locortical projections in his studies

of retrograde neuronal degeneration with in the MGB

following local ized cortical lesions. | n one of his

cases ( 12 l; R, shown on p. 531, Waller, 1939), a large

lesi on cover i ng the dorsal aspect Of the middle

ectosyl vian gyrus (probably including some of Al ) caused

a band of degeneration with in the ventral division of the

!.1GB dimensional l y similar in frontal section to the array

of neurons projecting to Al as shown by Colwell and

Merzen ich (1975). I n another case ( case l 23, p. 530,
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Waller, 1939), a small lesion rostral to the dorsal tip

of the anter i or ectosyl vian sulcus caused a circular

patch of degeneration ( seen in frontal section) in the

most rostral aspect of the MGB, dimensional ly similar to

that seen for neurons project i ng to AAF from the deep

dorsal - poster i or group column. However, the sizes of the

lesions and the uncerta inty of the boundaries between

cortical fields with respect to cortical surface

landmarks in these cases precludes further comparison

with this study.

I n the i r classical retrograde degeneration study of

the projection of the MGB on to auditory cortex, Rose and

Woolsey ( 1949) put les ions in four audi to ry fields that

they defined on the basis of cytoarchitecture ( Rose,

19 l; 9) and correl at ions with the earlier evoked potential

maps of Woolsey and Walzl (19 l;2). Although their

description of the boundaries of the lesioned fields

differs from that found in the present study, they made

small lesions that were likely to have been with in Al

(e.g. their case 12b, Fig. 7, p. H H 8, Rose and Woolsey,

1949) and (at least to some extent) in AAF (e.g. their

case 10a, Fig. 27, p. 1, 55, Rose and Woolsey, 1919).

Lesions in their Al fields caused dramatic degeneration

with in the ventral (principal ) division of the MGB.

Although the lesion in their case 10a (which probably
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included part of AAF) produced "possible cell rarefaction

in the medial portion of the dor soanter i or segment of the

principal division" ( deep dorsal division), they

questioned degeneration with in the MGB following lesions

outside Al . Lesions involving more than one field caused

more widespread degeneration than lesions confined to any

one field alone. They used the term "essential"

project ions to describe those project ions to Al , from the

ventral division of the MGB, which degenerated with Al

lesions only; they used the term "sustaining" projections

to describe those projections from regions deep to the

ventral division, which survive les ions in areas outside

Al , but that degenerate following lesions with in both Al

and adjacent audi to ry fields. They hypothesized that MGB

cells giving rise to susta in i ng project ions might send

axon collateral s to more than one field.

The results of the present study show that points of

similar best frequency in both AAF and Al receive

projections from the same deep dorsal - posterior group

column. The i r in terpretation of susta in i ng projections

suggests that at least some of the cells with in this

column send axon col later als to both AAF and Al . Another

possible in terpretation of susta in ing projections is that

cortico thalamic projections may exert a trophic effect on

the thalamo cortical projection neurons, and removal of
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these projections might enhance degeneration in the MGB.

If this is the case, then the effects on the MGB of

removal of one set of corti cotha lamic projections to the

deep dorsal-poster i or group column from either AAF or Al

might not be apparent if the cortico thalamic projection

from the other field remains intact.

I n the i r later study of auditory thalamocortical

projections, Rose and Woolsey (1958) suggested that

cortical fields receiving susta in i ng projections may be

"equipotential" in process i ng information from the same

array of project ing neurons, i.e., multiple cortical

fields may similarly process information projected to

each via susta in i ng projections from the same MGB locus.

Such "equipotential" process ing of some acoustic

information appears to be the case with AAF and Al in

which both fields represent information concerning the

frequency of the sound information in a similarly

organized manner.

Later retrograde degeneration (Neff and Diamond,

1958) and or thograde degeneration studies (Wilson and

Cragg, 1969 ; Sousa-P into, 1971; ; N i i mi and Nai to, 1971; ;

Heath and Jones, 1971; Graybie 1, 1973) of the auditory

thal amocortical projections used the maps of Rose and

Woolsey ( 19 l;9) and those of Wool sey (1960, 1961) as
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guides to determine the sites of cortical lesions and the

dest in at ions of thal amocortical projections. I n the

study by Neff and Diamond (1958), cortical lesions were

too broad to determine accurately projections to

presently understood cortical fields. While diffuse

projections from the MGB ( Wilson and Cragg, 1969) and

from the poster i or group nuclei (Graybi el , 1973) to

cortex have been described, relatively restricted areas

Of in tense axonal degeneration On the anter i or

ectosyl vian gyrus were illustrated for lesions in the

region of the MGB deep to the ventral division by Ni imi

and Nai to ( 1974) ( cat 9 in their figure 1). I n their

orthograde degeneration study of the poster i or group

nuclei, Heath and Jones ( 1971) stated that the posterior

group does project to the anter i or ectosyl v i an gyrus, as

confirmed in the present experiment.

In h is extensive or thograde degeneration study of

the cat audi to ry system, Sousa - Pinto ( 1971; ) suggested

that Al receives a modal i ty-specific projection from the

ventral division of the MGB while surrounding areas (as

described by Woolsey, 1960, 1961) receive non-specific

multimodal input from regions deep to the laminated

portion of the ventral division (Morest, 1961, 1965a).

These contentions are clearly contradicted by the results

of the present study and by companion studies of Al
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(Merzenich, Knight and Roth, 1973, 1974, 1975; Colwell

and Merzenich, 1975) which show that two highly organized

cortical representations of the cochlea receive

projections from the deep dorsal - poster i or group column.

I n the i r study of cort icoth a lamic project ions from

Woolsey's (1960, 1961) cortical fields, Pontes, Reis and

Sousa- Pinto ( 1975) stated that the area of the anter i or

ectosyl vian gyrus did not have any projections to any

divisions of the MGB while the suprasylvian fringe

projected heavily upon the dorsal division. Since

redefinition of the cochlear representation in AAF in the

present study has shown that AAF is of ten located on the

anter i or ectosyl vian gyrus and with in the depths of the

suprasylvian sulcus ( in some cases), it is difficult to

corre late the i r findings with the results of the present

study.

This study, in part, along with a similar study of

the projections to and from Al by Colwell and Merzeni ch

(1975), resolves some of the ambigui ties in these earlier

descriptions of the relationships between the MGB and

Cortical representations of the cochlea. The combination

of physiological description of the tracer injection

sites with the modern tracer methods has provided a

better understanding of the auditory thalamo cortical
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relationships for the following rea SO nS : (a)

Physiological definition of injection sites in AAF and Al

took in to account the new description of AAF and Al

(Merzenich, Knight and Roth, 1973, 1974, 1975) and the

variability in location of these representations on the

cortical surface when referenced to cortical surface

landmarks that were not appreciated in earlier studies.

(b) Cortical injections of tracers were usually more

discrete and control led than the cortical lesions used in

degeneration studies, and, the refore, label led more

discrete arrays of neurons and terminals in the MGB. (c)

HRP h is to chemistry and tr it i a ted ami no acid

au to radiography used in this study are more sens it i ve and

■ mOre a C Curate than degeneration techniques for

de termining projectional pathways. And (d), lesions

placed with in the MGB were of ten large in or thograde

degeneration studies, of ten interrupted fibers of

passage, and often crossed the boundaries of the

divisions of the MGB. This makes in terpretation of

or thograde degeneration diff i cult, especial ly from the

present point of view, which recognizes the convergent

projections from divisions of the MGB to cortex.
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Hypothesis. Concerning the Development of AAE

The arrangement of parallel i so frequency contours

near the AAF-A | border and the rotation of lower

frequency con tours rostral ly in some animals may be the

result of the rotation of the cortical surface during

development. A possible model for the development of the

adult configuration of this field is a S follows:

I n it i al ly, the field consists of parallel isof requency

contours on a relatively flat cortical surface. As the

cortex matures, the infolding of the cortical surface

into the late-devel oping anter i or ectosyl vian sulcus ( not

present or poorly developed at birth) may cause the

rotation of the parallel is of requency contours on this

surface. The variability among animals of cortical

sul call patterns and configurations of AAF on the cortex

suggests that there is a degree of independence between

factors specifying the development of the sulcal patterns

and the factors local izing this field on the cortical

surface. By extension, it is likely that a degree of

independence exists between the development of all other

sulcal patterns and locations of other cortical fields.
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Parallel Processing of Acoustic Information

Comparisons between Al and AAF have revealed that

they a re remarkably similar in the following

characteristics: short latency ( 10 to 12 ms ec) to the

earliest un i t d is charge, sharp tuning of units responsive

to sound stimulation, radial alignment of units with

similar tuning curves through the middle and deep

cortical layers, and a nearly identical spati al

representation (with the Same proportional i ty of

representation) of the cochlea across a similarly sized

cortical area. They also share common input from at

least one subdivision of the medial geniculate body (the

deep dorsal - poster i or gr Oup column) and project

recipro cally Up On it. Given these considerations,

particularly the identical short first-spike latency and

common excitatory thal amic input, it is likely that AAF

and A l are process ing a coustic information in a

tempo rally parallel manner rather than in a heir arch i cal

manner. However, the fact that these two divisions of

cortex receive input from and project to some different

and some similar thalamic divisions indicates that the

information being processed in parallel by both fields is

not identical . Therefore, it does not seem appropriate

to consider AAF as a "secondary" auditory field, a term

which implies that AAF operates primarily on informat i on
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previously processed by Al . For the same reason, it is

clearly inappropriate to consider Al to be the "primary "

auditory cortex. Thus, AAF, which has not been clearly

differentiated from Al in most earlier work, should be

recognized as a co-participant in the earlies t and

fundamental cortical process in g of acoustic information.
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All

F | GURE 39. Comparison of projections to loci with in Al (left)

and AAF (right) from the MGB and Po. Stars indicate points

of the same best frequency in AAF and Al . d, deep dorsal

di vision; m, medial division; 1, laminated portion of the ventral

di vision; o, pars ovo idea; po, poster i or nuclear group.

Modified from Merze nich, Roth, Andersen, Knight and Colwell,

(1977).
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FIGURE l;0. A. Woolsey's (1960) map of auditory regions in

the cortex of the cat. B. Diagrammatic representation of

AAF and Al drawn on the same sulcal pattern as in A. Small

"A" indicates regions representing the cochlear apex; small

"B" indicates regions representing the cochlear base. C. A

magnified view of AAF and Al . Solid lines indicate the

approximate length and orientation of the lines of represent

ation of cochlear position indicated by numbers representing

mm from the cochlear apex.
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H | STOR | CAL F | GURE 5. Phrenological map of the human head

from a periodical published in the early part of the 20th

century. This doctrine, introduced by Franz Joseph Gall

(1758-1828), postulated that behavioral functions were

discretely local ized on the brain and could be deduced by

exami nation of the surface topography of the head.
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